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4. Read the text below. 

Derived from the Latin intertexto, meaning to intermingle while weaving, intertextuality is a term first 

introduced by French semiotician Julia Kristeva in the late sixties. In essays such as "Word, Dialogue, and 

Novel," Kristeva broke with traditional notions of the author's "influences" and the text's "sources," positing 

that all signifying systems, from table settings to poems, are constituted by the manner in which they 

transform earlier signifying systems. A literary work, then, is not simply the product of a single author, but 

of its relationship to other texts and to the structures of language itself. "[A]ny text," she argues, "is 

constructed of a mosaic of quotations; any text is the absorption and transformation of another". 

Intertextuality is, thus, a way of accounting for the role of literary and extra-literary materials without 

recourse to traditional notions of authorship. It subverts the concept of the text as self-sufficient, 

hermetic totality, foregrounding, in its stead, the fact that all literary production takes place in the 

presence of other texts; they are, in effect, palimpsests. For Roland Barthes, who proclaimed the death 

of the author, it is the fact of intertexuality that allows the text to come into being: 

Any text is a new tissue of past citations. Bits of code, formulae, rhythmic models, fragments of 

social languages, etc., pass into the text and are redistributed within it, for there is always 

language before and around the text. Intertextuality, the condition of any text whatsoever, 

cannot, of course, be reduced to a problem of sources or influences; the intertext is a general 

field of anonymous formulae whose origin can scarcely ever be located; of unconscious or 

automatic quotations, given without quotation marks. (Roland Barthes, "Theory of the Text"). 

Thus writing is always an iteration which is also a re-iteration, a re-writing which foregrounds the 

trace of the various texts it both knowingly and unknowingly places and dis-places. 

Intertexts need not be simply "literary"--historical and social determinants are themselves signifying 

practices which transform and inflect literary practices. (Consider, for example, the influence of the 

capitalist mode of production upon the rise of the novel.) Moreover, a text is constituted, strictly 

speaking, only in the moment of its reading. Thus the reader's own previous readings, experiences and 

position within the cultural formation also form crucial intertexts. 

The concept of intertexuality thus dramatically blurs the outlines of the book, dispersing its image of 

totality into an unbounded, illimitable tissue of connections and associations, paraphrases and 

fragments, texts and con-texts. For many hypertext authors and theorists, intertextuality provides an apt 

description of the kind of textual space which they, like the figures in Remedio Varo's famous "Bordando 

el Manto Terrestre," find themselves weaving: 

a kind of tapestry which spilled out the slit windows and into a void, seeking hopelessly to fill 

the void: for all the other buildings and creatures, all the waves, ships, and forests of the earth 

were contained in this tapestry, and the tapestry was the world. (Thomas Pynchon, The Crying 

of Lot 49) 

 

(http://www2.iath.virginia.edu/elab/hfl0278.html) 

 

5. Now match the word/phrase from the text above to their correct definition. 

 

              A                                                        B 

1. intermingle a. to assume or put forward, as for consideration or the basis of 

argument 

2. break with b. not affected by outward influence or power 

3. posit c. manuscript, typically of papyrus or parchment, that has been 

written on more than once, with the earlier writing incompletely 

scraped off or erased and often legible. 

4. subvert d. the act of repeating, repetition 

5. hermetic e. to make dim, unclear 

6. foreground f. to mix or become mixed together 
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7. palimpsest g. having no boundaries or limits 

8. iteration h. to undermine, overturn or render ineffective 

9. blur i. to emphasise an issue, idea or word 

10. unbounded j. to end a relationship or association with 

 

6. What is the meaning of the word “formulae” in the text above? Using a dictionary if 

necessary, fill in the chart below. 

 

        Singular                   Plural 

phenomenon  

hypothesis  

 criteria 

stimulus  

 data 

 bacteria 

cactus  

fungus  

 larvae 

stigma  

alumnus  

 theses 

 matrices 

appendix  

 

7. Answer the following questions: 

1. Who devised the term “intertextuality”? 

2. What is the metaphor behind the term “intertextuality”? 

3. What is the effect of intertextuality on the outlines of the book? 

4. How can a literary work be defined in the context of intertextuality? 

5. Does intertextuality only refer to literature? 

 

 

 

https://www.slideshare.net/RSJones/media-intertextuality 
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8 Watch the videos at: 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tbf_o5NF9vU and 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6p-lDYPR2P8. Compare the two videos (define your criteria 

of comparison – that is, the aspect you are going to analyse in your analysis -, and then identify 

the similarities and differences). If the videos in the links above are no longer available, look for 

Marylin Monroe Gentlemen prefer blondes and Madonna Material Girl. 

 

Groupwork/Projectwork.  

9. Have you come across intertextuality in literary texts, films, advertisements etc.? Give 

examples.   

 

10. Paraphrase the following quotes. Do you agree to them? Why (not)? 

 

A 

 
 

Roland Barthes, The Pleasure of the Text (1975). 

http://grammar.about.com/od/il/g/Intertextuality.htm 

 

B 

 
 

Michael Worton, Judith Still, Intertextuality: Theories and Practices, 1991.   

http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-ZHrGByoenfk/UDchmGLiWfI/AAAAAAAAAC4/ 

nlxqAdPL0tY/s1600/Screen+shot+2012-08-24+at+16.38.31.png   
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C 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Intertextuality is a matter of recontextualization.” (Norman Fairclough, Analysing Discourse: Textual 

Analysis for Social Research, 2003) 

(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intertextuality) 

 

 

INTERTEXTUALITY IN THIS COURSEBOOK 

 

This coursebook is based on Geoffrey Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales and some other literary works that have 

been identified by literary critics to have been sources of inspiration to Chaucer. Here is a chronology of the 

literary works used herein.  

It seems that Chaucer commenced his endeavor of writing the Canterbury Tales between 1386 and 1389. 

Therefore the Canterbury Tales are posterior to the Decameron, one of the sources of Chaucer’s inspiration. 

Written after 1348, the year of the terrible Black Death, the Decameron by Giovanni Boccaccio contains 100 

tales told by a seven young women and three young men who find refuge in secluded villa outside Florence 

as they try to escape the Black Death afflicting the city. Another term of comparison for the Canterbury 

Tales is Dante Alighieri’s Divine Comedy, which was written between 1300-1321. Dante, a Florentine just like 

Boccaccio’s characters, masters the art of allegory in his storytelling.  

Some of Chaucer’s tales seem to have originated in a series of French fabliaux written in the twelfth 

century, a hundred years before Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales. Three of them will be used herein to be 

compared with the Merchant’s, Miller’s and Reeve’s Tales.  

A landmark of the medieval European literature, Le Roman de la Rose, of which 300 manuscripts are 

extant, was written by Guillaume de Lorris between 1230-1235 (the first part) and Jean de Meun between 

1275-1280 (the second part). Le Roman de la Rose, also labelled as source for Chaucer’s Tales, precedes 

the former by a century. 

The matter of France is completed on a humorous note: Le Roman de Renart also inspired Chaucer. 

The most famous fox of the Middle Ages, Renart, and his adventures were depicted in the folios of codices 

in the twelfth century. 

 

CONTEXT 1 

TEXT 
CONTEXT 2 

TEXT OR PART 

OF THE TEXT 



 

UNIT 2 - WHAT IS AN AUTHOR? 

1. Using a dictionary, find the word family and word/phrases related to author. 

 

2. Add prefixes and/or suffixes to the following words so as to fill the gaps in the text below:  

IDENTITY, COMMON, AUTHOR, CARE, PILE, VULNERABLE, AUTHOR, ATTRIBUTE, 

AUTHENTIC, BIOGRAPHY. 

Medieval books themselves often impede the 1) … of individual authors, since the author’s name – 

today taken to be the very marker of authorial identity and individuality – was 2) … lost or ignored. Many 

texts circulated under 3) … names that were patently false, often less through 4) … than through the 

efforts of scribes, translators, and 5) … to establish a text’s auctoritas. Vernacular texts showed particular 

6) … to being reassigned to the more 7) … auctores of the Latin past: for example, the work of Richard 

Fournival appeared under the name Ovid, while that of Guillaume de Conches appeared as the work of 

Venerable Bede. Such false 8) … show that the author’s name was not seen as ‘signature’ – if by this we 

understand a marker of individuality that stands outside the text and guarantees its 9) … by connecting 

it to a 10) … person.  

(Source: ed. Dinshaw, Carolyn and David Wallace, The Cambridge Companion to Medieval Women’s 

Writing, Cambridge University Press, 2003, p. 94) 

 

3. Read the text below and identify the following sentences as true or false. 

The author holds a privileged status in literary studies; more than simply a work’s writer, the author 

carries an ideological function as the figure around whom ideas about literary tradition, authority, and 

creativity are organized. Yet what counts as an author has been historically variable. The idea that 

authors were the sole originators of their texts is a relatively recent one, supplanting earlier models that 

invested those origins in divine or historically remote sources; likewise, the modern idea of the author 

as a single, creative individual holds limited relevance for medieval textual culture, in which many texts 

were collaborative, anonymous, or adopted as common property. 

(Source: ed. Dinshaw, Carolyn and David Wallace, The Cambridge Companion to Medieval Women’s 

Writing, Cambridge University Press, 2003, p. 91) 

1. The concept of author has changed during time.  

2. The idea that authors are at the origin at their texts is as old as time.  

3. Medieval literature abounds in collaborative, anonymous texts.  

4. The authors of literary texts enjoyed powerful positions in medieval society.  

5. The organization of a literary tradition implies the idea of author at its core. 

 

4. Discussion. Does modern writing include collaborative, anonymous or common property 

literature?  

 

5. DEBATE. Can literature be collaborative or common property? Was it moral for medieval 

literature to be collaborative and common property? 

 

6. PROJECTWORK. ICT. Video-Interview with Chaucer: Devise a set of 5-10 questions about 

plagiarism, intertextuality to ask Chaucer. Imagine his answers.  

 

7. Read the definition of a medieval author (A) and the fragment from Chaucer’s Troilus and 

Criseyde (B) in which he mentions the tradition and authorities his work relates to. 
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A. What is a medieval author? 

Authorship held a variety of meanings in the Middle Ages within different institutional and cultural 

contexts. In scholastic settings, medieval grammarians employed the term auctor as a marker of doctrinal 

authority, signifying an ancient theologian or approved classical writer who commanded deference and 

obedience. The auctor’s status emerged through a system that linked auctoritas, authority, to tradition, 

defined as a stream of continuous influence by its root tradere, to pass on. 

(Source: ed. Dinshaw, Carolyn and David Wallace, The Cambridge Companion to Medieval Women’s 

Writing, Cambridge University Press, 2003, p. 92) 

 

B. 
Go little book: go, my little tragedy: 

let God, to your maker yet, before he die, 

send the power to make a comedy! 

But, little book, do not go in envy, 

but be subject to all poesy: 

and kiss the steps where you see pace 

Virgil, Ovid, Homer, Lucan and Stace. 

(http://www.poetryintranslation.com/PITBR/English/TroilusandCressidaBkV.htm) 

a) What is the etymology of “author”? 

b) What authors are part of the tradition Chaucer follows? 

 

8. DEBATE. What salient names are part of the Romanian tradition?  

 

9. PROJECTWORK. Metaphors of tradition. 

Now find a metaphor for tradition and present it together with the names included in it.  

 

10 I’M A POET 

Combine/Use these cuttings (or words/phrases from these cuttings) to make a poem of your 

own. Find out the famous literary works these fragments come from.  

Is your new poem plagiarising? What do you need to do so as not to plagiarise? 

 

"Shall I compare thee to a summer's day? (Sonnet 18) 

 

"In my mind's eye". (Hamlet) 

 

"I will speak daggers to her, but use none". (Hamlet) 

 

"Now is the winter of our discontent". (King Richard III) 

 

"Off with his head!" (King Richard III) 

 

"But love is blind, and lovers cannot see". (The Merchant of Venice) 

 

"The devil can cite Scripture for his purpose". (The Merchant of Venice) 

 

"But, for my own part, it was Greek to me". (Julius Caesar) 

 

"A dish fit for the gods". (Julius Caesar) 

 

"Cry "Havoc," and let slip the dogs of war". (Julius Caesar) 
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Plagiarism 

11. Read the article below and choose the right answer A, B, C or D. 

 

Stephen Moss: A History of Plagiarism (not my own work) 

    "Immature poets imitate; mature poets steal" - TS Eliot 

 

Plagiarism - the attempt to pass off the ideas, research, theories or words of others as one's own - is a 

serious academic offence. A new study by the Qualifications and Curriculum Authority warns that exam 

boards appear to be failing to spot cheating, even though the number of cases of fraud is increasing. Last 

year, 3,600 teenagers were caught breaching the rules - a 9% rise on the previous year. 

The word plagiarism derives from Latin roots: plagiarius, an abductor, and plagiare, to steal. An 

example of plagiarism would be copying this definition and pasting straight into a report. Plagiarism is 

a very ancient art. Shakespeare stole most of his historical plots directly from Holinshed. Laurence Sterne 

and Samuel Taylor Coleridge were both accused of plagiarism. The extent of Coleridge's plagiarism has 

been debated by scholars since Thomas de Quincey, himself an accomplished borrower, published an 

exposé in Tait's Magazine a couple of weeks after Coleridge's death. Oscar Wilde was repeatedly accused 

of plagiarism: hence the celebrated exchange with Whistler: "I wish I'd said that, James." 

 

 
 

"Don't worry, Oscar, you will." 

In modern times, plagiarism is not limited to lazy and dishonest students. Martin Luther King 

plagiarised part of a chapter of his doctoral thesis. George Harrison was successfully sued for plagiarising 

the Chiffons' He's So Fine for My Sweet Lord. Alex Haley copied large passages of his novel Roots from 

The African by Harold Courlander. Princess Michael was accused of plagiarism over her book on royal 

brides. Jayson Blair, then a reporter for the New York Times, plagiarised many articles and faked quotes. 

In 1997, less than six months after winning the Booker prize, Graham Swift's Last Orders was at the 

centre of accusations that the author had crossed the line between inspiration and plagiarism by "directly 

imitating" an earlier work, the 1930 novel As I Lay Dying by William Faulkner. Confronted with the 

accusations, Swift said his book was an "echo" of Faulkner's. 

Originality has mattered a great deal in the last 200 years, though the importance we attach to it may 

be declining. TS Eliot's The Waste Land was critical. To read The Waste Land is also to read Shakespeare, 

Chaucer, Webster and many others. According to one critic, Eliot practises a "verbal kleptomania". In 

that sense, then, all culture is plagiarism. "I can sum up my thoughts on this in two lines," said novelist 

Julian Barnes of the Swift-Faulkner affair. "When Brahms wrote his first symphony, he was accused of 

having used a big theme from Beethoven's Ninth. His reply was that any fool could see that." 

We apologise for the fact that three words of the above piece are the author's own. 

 

Sources: www.collegeboard.com; www.plagiarism.org; www.hnn.us; www.wikipedia.org; The Johns Hopkins 

Guide to Literary Theory and Criticism; The Columbia Encyclopaedia (sixth edition); essay by David Bouchier 
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on www.wshu.org; essay by Anthony Julius in the Guardian November 30 1996; Guardian news reports, 

November 24 1986, March 10 1997, July 11 1997, November 22 2005 

(https://www.theguardian.com/books/2005/nov/23/comment.stephenmoss) 

 

1. An ever growing number of students  

A. fail to abide by academic rules 

B. are detected by examiners when cheating  

C. are guilty of plagiarism at academic level 

D. commit fraud according to a study by the Qualifications and Curriculum Authority 

 

2. The first landmark in the history of plagiarism quoted in this article is 

A. of Latin origin 

B. William Shakespeare 

C. Martin Luther King 

D. a politician 

 

3. The American writer William Faulkner 

A. was accused of plagiarism after winning the Booker prize 

B. won the Booker prize in 1930 

C. was seemingly a victim of plagiarism  

D. never responded to allegations related to imitations of other authors’ works 

 

4. According to one critic mentioned by the writer of this article T.S. Eliot 

A. evinces disturbed behaviour 

B. is too loquacious 

C. is on the wrong side of the law 

D. is in the habit of stealing words. 

 

5. This article is 

A. a historical account of examples of plagiarism  

B. an irony to famous people that got away with plagiarism  

C. an invitation to plagiarise 

D. a definition of authorship 
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Nanos gigantum humeris insidentes 

 

 

(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Standing_on_the_shoulders_of_giants#/media/File:Library_of_Congres

s,_Rosenwald_4,_Bl._5r.) 

 

12 The picture is an illustration of the metaphor of dwarfs standing on the shoulders of giants whose 

meaning is that one can discover the truth by building on previous discoveries. The metaphor and the 

picture originates in Greek mythology and shows the blind giant Orion carrying his servant Cedalion on 

his shoulders to guide the former. The metaphor has been attributed to Bernard of Chartres (died after 

1124). Can this metaphor be applied to culture? 
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13 Read the article again and complete the table below. 

 

Plagiarizer (Presumed) victim(s) of plagiarism 

  

  

  

 

14 What action can the victims of plagiarism mentioned in the article take? 

Copyright law 

Copyright law protects the rights of the creator of an original work with respect to the use 

and distribution of such work. In Romania copyright issues are regulated by Law 8/1996 as 

subsequently amended and supplemented. All the contracts dealing with copyright must be 

concluded in observance of this law. Here is an excerpt from a copyright licence agreement. 

https://www.rocketlawyer.com/sem/license-agreement.rl?Transact-

tion_id=102a5fd34d6469dfc62a139626f178&affiliate_ref=1024#/) 

 

15 Look at the section entitled RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS. Why has the modal verb SHALL 

been used in the third person singular? 

 

 

16 Read other similar contracts on onecle.com, find 5 examples of modal verbs and explain 

their meaning and use.   

 

17 Match the word/phrase in column A with its meaning in column B. 
A B 

1. to grant a. to keep possession of 

2. to retain  b. to forbid 

3. solely c. conditions 

4. royalty  d. illegal 

5. set forth e. to give or confer officialy or formally 

6. terms f. to present for consideration 

7. unlawful g. a share paid to a writer or composer out of the proceeds resulting from the sale or 

performance of his or her work. 

8. to prohibit h. alone, singly 

18 DISCUSSION. A publishing house is inviting your friend to translate a book from English 

into Romanian for them. Before signing the agreement with the publishing house your friend 

has come to you to ask for advice. What advice do you give your friend? 



 

UNIT 3 - Chronology of Works and  

Introduction to the Canterbury Tales 

Chronology is crucial when dealing with intertextuality and influences in literary texts. 

Thanks to it we can trace back influences and inter-texts in literary works. We can see how 

literary texts communicate and engage in dialogues with each other within or across 

generations. In this coursebook, we use several literary texts to serve our purpose mentioned in 

the Introduction. Of these texts, the basic one to which all the other literary works relate is the 

Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales. 

 

1348-1353 – The Decameron 

Conceived after the epidemic of 1348 and completed by 1353, the Decameron by Giovanni Boccaccio 

is a book structured as a frame story made up of 100 tales. The 10 story-tellers (seven women and three 

men) are most probably of noble descent and they resort to this pastime during their refuge in secluded 

villa near Florence where they try to escape the Black Death that had conquered the renowned city. 

Boccaccio wrote his work in vernacular Florentine language and several manuscripts have come down to 

us, some of which have been digitized. Mingling stories of love with life lessons, anecdotes, witty 

narratives, the Decameron is a document testifying to the daily life of the age.   

 

 

 

http://www.bodley.ox.ac.uk/dept/scwmss/wmss/medieval/mss/holkham/misc/049.htm 

MS. Holkham misc. 49 
Boccaccio, Decameron, in Italian  
Italy, Ferrara; c. 1467 
illuminated by Taddeo Crivelli for Teofilo Calcagnini 

 

1386-1389 – The Canterbury Tales  

It seems that Chaucer commenced his endeavor of writing the Canterbury Tales between 1386 and 

1389. As their title shows, the Canterbury Tales are a collection of stories told by pilgrims during their 

pilgrimage to Canterbury. Located in Canterbury, Kent, the Canterbury Cathedral has for centuries been 

the symbolic centre of the Church of England. Pilgrims have come to Canterbury Cathedral to visit the 
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shrine of Thomas Becket, archbishop of Canterbury, who was murdered in the cathedral in 1070. The 

murder was triggered by the conflict between Thomas Becket and Henry II, King of England, conflict 

that had stemmed from differences in opinion with respect to the rights and privileges of the Church. 

 

  

 

 

Illumination (folio 27v) from the De Grey Book of 

Hours presenting a spirited account of the murder 

of Becket, c. 1390, National Library of Wales  

 

 

https://viewer.library.wales/4395396#?c=0&m=0&s=0&cv=58&z=-

0.1174%2C0%2C1.2348%2C1.2725&xywh=-171%2C-734%2C3413%2C5234 

 

The 24 stories are woven around a frame narrative and unlike many other such medieval compilations 

are not bound by a theme. Their diversity was made possible by the variety of pilgrims that take part in 

the story-telling contest. The prize is a free meal at the Tabbard Inn in Southwark on their return from 

Canterbury.  The tellers are: the Knight, the Miller, the Reeve, the Cook, the Man of Law, the Wife of 

Bath, the Friar, the Summoner, the Clerk, Merchant, Squire, Franklin, Physician, Pardoner, Shipman, 

Prioress, Monk, Nun’s Priest, Second Nun, Yoeman, Manciple, Parson. One story follows the other but a 

General Prologue describing the narrators precedes all of them. The order in which the stories are told 

is not determined by the narrator’s class but rather by the free exchange of ideas engendered by the 

stories. Chaucer does not provide any detail with respect to the progress of the pilgrimage, he only 

focuses on the stories and their narrators.  

The Canterbury Tales does not pioneer the use English vernacular in the literature but makes a 

decisive contribution to its consecration, along with the works of Chaucer’s famous contemporaries: John 

Gower, William Langland, the Pearl Poet and Julian of Norwich. We can enjoy these stories thanks to 

number of extant manuscripts.  
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A woodcut from William Caxton's second edition of The Canterbury Tales printed in 1483 Courtesy of 

Wikipedia.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Canterbury_Tales#/media/File:Canterbury_Tales.png  

 

1 Answer the following questions:  

1. What is the common denominator between the Decameron and the Canterbury Tales? 

2. How are the narrators of the Canterbury Tales identified? Are they identified by their 

names? Why? 

3. What is the symbolic value of story-telling in the Decameron and the Canterbury Tales? To 

what purpose does story-telling serve? 

 

2 You can use the following chart to fill to help you answer the questions.  

 

 The Decameron The Canterbury Tales 

Common features   

The narrators are identified 

by… 

  

Story-telling helps narrators 

to… 

  

Prize for story-telling (if any)   
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3 Examine the diagram below showing the narrators of the Canterbury Tales.  

 

 

(https://www.cliffsnotes.com/literature/c/the-canterbury-tales/character-map) 

 

4 How does morality affect the themes of the Canterbury Tales? What factor influences such 

morality? 

 

First and second half of thirteenth century - Le Roman de la Rose  

 

 

 

 

Miniature from a manuscript of the Roman de 

la Rose (Oxford, Bodleian Library, Douce 195), 

folio 1r, portrait of Guillaume de Lorris. 

 

 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Bodleian_Library,_Douce_195#/media/File:BodleianDo

uce195Folio1rGuillaumeDeLorris.jpg 

 

Le Roman de la Rose was written in the former and later halves of the thirteenth century by two 

different authors. Guillaume de Lorris wrote the first part of Le Roman whereas contributed with the 

second part before 1282.  

It is almost impossible to render the vast popularity Le Roman de la Rose enjoyed throughout 

centuries. However, the situation has changed nowadays and apart from a handful of erudites nobody 
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reads it nowadays. Its perusal requires a certain of type of courage due to its length and language. Despite 

these difficulties its wide acclaim stems from both its content and form which join the boldness of ideas 

and the stamina of style. 

Le Roman de la Rose is an allegorical romance whose action progress is hardly hindered by such 

allegory. Being written at the height of the Middle Ages, during the most beautiful times of the 

troubadours, trouvères, jongleurs and minstrels, it captivates its readership by voicing the charming idyl 

commenced by Guillaume de Lorris. A fully-fledged roman de mœurs1 (novel of manners), it launched a 

new genre. 

 

(A text written based on the Introduction to Le Roman de la Rose available at 

https://www.gutenberg.org/files/16816/16816-

pdf.pdf?session_id=64d96b3b25b3e2152fb9f373c2c928fa1c82523a) 

 

Thirteenth century - Le Roman de Renart  

English and French Practice 

5. View the presentation of Le Roman de Renart at http://classes.bnf.fr/renart/livre/index.htm and 

answer the following questions: 

1. Is Le Roman de Renart really a ‘roman’ that is a novel? 

2. What is the language of Le Roman de Renart? 

3. Is Renart a respectful person? 

4. Are there any sequels of Le Roman de Renart? 

5. What is the linguistic consequence of the popularity of Le Roman de Renart? 

 

6. Pairwork. Student A reads the information below while student B reads the information 

on page and, using a dictionary if necessary, both students are to fill in the synopsis below 

together.  

 

Résumé: Le Roman de Renart (vers le XIIIe siècle) 

 

Student A 

Aux origines, et dans le cours de toutes les littératures humaines, on trouve des contes dont les 

animaux sont les héros. L'Inde, l’Asie Mineure, la Finlande et les pays occidentaux sont remplis de ces 

histoires. Ces légendes ont pris naissance avec l’humanité elle-même. Elles remontent aux lointaines 

époques de vie pastorale, rurale ou silvestre, où l’homme et les animaux vivaient côte à côte dans une 

société de tous les instants. Dans ces âges où les êtres se multipliaient sans entraves à la surface de la 

terre, les hommes pouvaient voir un museau aux aguets dans chaque fourré, une queue touffue 

disparaître au détour de chaque sentier, une paire d’yeux brillants dans chaque pan d’ombre. Aussi 

connaissaient-ils parfaitement les coutumes et les ruses de ce gibier qui les attaquait ou qu’ils traquaient 

à leur tour, et, le soir, accroupis autour du feu du clan, ils faisaient de leurs aventures des récits sans 

prétention, pour le seul plaisir de revivre en imagination les fortes émotions de la journée. 

  

À une époque beaucoup plus récente, les sages et les savants, qui voulaient faire servir les faits 

d’expérience courante à la perfection morale des individus, s’emparèrent de ces humbles contes et les 

modifièrent à leur façon. Ainsi se formèrent les apologues édifiants, ancêtres de la fable, qui, née dans 

l’Inde, illustrée par des Grecs comme Ésope et Babrius, par des Latins comme Phèdre, trouva sur notre 

terroir, grâce au génie de La Fontaine, son complet épanouissement. 

  

Le Roman de Renart dérive de ces deux sources. Ses origines sont à la fois populaires et savantes. On 

ne s’étonnera guère que nous ne sachions presque rien des traditions populaires. Elles semblent avoir été 

                                                 
1 Roman dans lequel est décrite la vie quotidienne des personnages et leurs comportements 
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très répandues dans notre moyen âge, et spécialement dans la France du Nord-Ouest, du Nord, et du 

Nord-Est. Les versions savantes nous sont mieux connues. Si, d’Ésope à La Fontaine, la fable n’eut pas 

toujours la chance de se voir traitée par de puissants génies, du moins une foule d’esprits estimables et 

même quelques écrivains de talent ne laissèrent pas que de s’y adonner. De bonne heure, nos clercs en 

firent des recueils en latin qu’on s’empressa de traduire en français. Cependant, s’il est incontestable que 

la littérature savante eut sa part d’influence dans la formation du Roman de Renart, il ne faudrait pas 

toutefois faire aux récits satiriques, allégoriques ou moraux des clercs la part trop belle. L’objet même du 

récit, la querelle entre le goupil Renart et le loup Ysengrin, est d’origine nettement populaire. Cette 

fiction, vieille comme le monde, a couru les chaumières de tous les continents. On la trouve dans tous 

les folklores. Il n’est pas de tradition plus «humaine», au sens le plus propre du mot. 

  

Tel qu’il nous est parvenu, le Roman de Renart est composé de vingt-sept « branches » ou récits 

différents. Quoi qu’en puisse faire préjuger ce titre de roman, ces récits ne forment pas une intrigue suivie 

et fortement liée. Les sujets qu’ils traitent sont divers; ils sont écrits dans des dialectes différents, et leur 

valeur littéraire est sensiblement inégale. Seules les aventures du goupil Renart, ses ruses et ses méfaits, 

son jugement par le roi Noble, le lion, suffisent à établir entre eux une certaine unité. Nous devons nous 

résoudre à ignorer l'homme qui eut l'heureuse hardiesse de faire du goupil Renart le centre d'un véritable 

cycle épique. Nous savons seulement qu'en France, vers le milieu du XIIe siècle, les gestes où de pareilles 

aventures étaient contées jouissaient d’une extrême popularité. En effet, l'historien Guybert de Nogent 

nous apprend que l'évêque de Laon Gaudry, le même qui eut à soutenir en 1112 contre la commune de cette 

ville une lutte si acharnée et si sanglante, avait coutume d'appeler un de ses ennemis: Isengrin. «C'est, 

ajoute le narrateur, le nom que certains donnent au loup.» Toujours est-il qu’au XIIe siècle, un clerc 

flamand fit sous le titre d'Ysengrinus une compilation en latin de tous ces récits épars, et, vers l'an 1180, un 

poète alsacien de talent, Henri le Glichezare, composa dans un allemand d'une parfaite pureté, et dans un 

style souvent élégant, une œuvre intitulée: Reinhart Fuchs. Ce poème est une traduction très fidèle des 

branches françaises qui existaient dès cette époque. Mais les auteurs français du roman sont demeurés dans 

l'oubli. Trois seulement d'entre eux se sont fait connaître: Richard de Lison, Pierre de Saint-Cloud, et un 

certain prêtre de la Croix-en-Brie. Les autres, qui étaient légion, sont demeurés anonymes. 

 

[Rémy Beaurieux, préface, le Roman de Renard, La Renaissance du livre, 1900] 

(http://salon-litteraire.linternaute.com/fr/resume-d-oeuvre/content/ 1831006-resume-le-roman-de-

renart) 

 

Le Roman de Renart – synopsis 

1. At the roots of any literature one can find stories whose heroes are …. 

2. These stories … to the ages where people led a pastoral, rural life close to animals.  

3.The ancient form of the fable is the … . 

4. The two sources of Le Roman de Renart are … . 

5. The subject-matter of Le Roman de Renart is the … between fox Renart and wolf. 

6. Le Roman de Renart comprises … branches or stories. 

7. Despite its title of roman, its stories do not make up a coherent and cohesive … .  

8. Isengrin is the name by which certain people used to call a …. 

9. The main originality of Le Roman de Renart lies in …. . 

10. Whatever happens to the characters, they will always … the situation. 

11. The characters of Le Roman de Renart are compared to …. 

12. The beauty of Le Roman de Renart comes from the … between the ancient traditions and the 

allegory.   

13. Le Roman de Renart is an Iliad of … which opposes the great chivalric literature.  

14. When Renart tries to escape his well-deserved punishment for his crime, he takes refuge in … .  

15. The great value of this work resides not in colour but in ….  
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Student B 

La principale originalité littéraire du Roman de Renart consiste dans la concentration des caractères 

distinctifs de chaque espèce animale en un individu unique, porteur d'un nom significatif, toujours 

semblable à lui-même dans les branches les plus diverses, et auquel les auteurs, quels qu’ils soient, qui 

se sont succédé, ont, par une discipline éclairée, conservé les mêmes passions, les mêmes allures, les 

mêmes ridicules. Ainsi élevés à la hauteur de types éternels, les héros du roman participent d'une 

immortalité prodigieuse. Pas plus que l'Orgueil, que la Ruse, que la Couardise qu'ils représentent, ils ne 

sauraient mourir. Ils ont beau se débattre au milieu des aventures les plus rudes ; meurtris et sanglants, 

raccourcis de la queue, diminués d’une oreille, zébrés d’une balafre, mais toujours vivants et toujours 

prêts à de nouvelles équipées, ils échappent à la dent des chiens, ou aux mâchoires des pièges, ou au 

gourdin des vilains. Personne ne saurait prendre au sérieux leurs déconvenues. Quoi qu’il arrive, on sait 

bien qu’ils reparaîtront toujours. Comme des acteurs de théâtre, ils attendent à l’écart que d’autres 

camarades aient joué leur scène devant le public. Vienne leur tour, ils surgiront à nouveau de la coulisse, 

salués d’applaudissements par le spectateur qui les connaît et qui les aime. Et en effet, nous les aimons, 

ces animaux, parce que, sous leurs traits, nous nous reconnaissons nous-mêmes. L’esprit de l’homme, 

par une tendance innée, ramène tout à soi. C’était, dans l’évolution du genre, une loi nécessaire. À plus 

forte raison était-ce un instinct irréfléchi de ces écrivains du moyen âge, incapables, par jeunesse d’esprit, 

d’imaginer quoi que ce soit qui fût étranger à leurs goûts, à leurs préoccupations ordinaires, qui les portait 

à donner aux traditions primitives cette allure anthropomorphique qui particularise le Roman de Renart. 

Subjectivisme heureux, d’ailleurs, et qui devait exister pour que cette comédie des bêtes nous intéressât 

à l’égal d’une comédie humaine. Mais la mesure, en pareille matière, était difficile à garder. Par 

exagération, non seulement en prêtant aux animaux des sentiments trop purement humains, mais même 

en les environnant des objets familiers de la vie humaine, on risquait de tomber dans la pire 

invraisemblance. Les vieux auteurs ne surent pas se garder de ce défaut. Ils nous montrèrent Renart à 

cheval, brochant sa monture à grands coups d’éperon, attablé à jouer de l’argent aux échecs avec son 

ennemi Ysengrin. Aussi la critique, quand elle s’exerce sur une œuvre pareille, a-t-elle un sûr critérium 

d’appréciation. Les parties les meilleures du Roman sont celles où les écrivains ont su trouver exactement 

le point d’équilibre, où ils ont su minutieusement doser l’apport des traditions anciennes et la part 

d’allégorie qui devait réveiller l’intérêt d’un lecteur de jour en jour plus exigeant. 

Œuvre complexe, enfantine par la trame naïve et simple de ses histoires, profondément sérieuse par les 

enseignements qui y sont contenus, le Roman de Renart a de quoi satisfaire les familles d'esprits les plus 

opposées. Il comporte, comme la fable, une indication morale, bien vague en vérité, mais assez claire pour 

ne point passer inaperçue, et qui dénonce l’humble condition sociale de ceux qui le composèrent. Renart, 

sans cesse victorieux dans ses entreprises contre les animaux plus puissants et plus forts que lui, tels que 

Noble le lion, Brun l’ours, Ysengrin le loup, échoue toujours contre les humbles. Il trouve ses maîtres dans 

la personne de Tybert le chat, dans celle de Frobert le grillon, et dans celle de la mignonne mésange. 

 

Mais les petites gens qui composèrent le Roman de Renart ne s'en tinrent pas à la satisfaction toute 

platonique de montrer dans leur œuvre la force jouée et la faiblesse triomphante, leurs attaques se firent 

souvent plus positives et plus précises. Qu’est-ce donc en effet que le sujet même du roman, si ce n’est une 

Iliade de la ruse opposée aux épopées valeureuses et chevaleresques, pleines de beaux dévouements, et 

sonores du froissement des épées? Qu’y voyons-nous apparaître, si nous savons lire entre les lignes? Nous y 

voyons sévèrement jugé et rudement bafoué l'appareil brut, compliqué, et somme toute inefficace de la justice 

féodale, nous y voyons dénoncé l'état d'anarchie que de pareilles coutumes entraînent: guerres interminables 

entre les barons; mépris que ceux-ci, bien retranchés dans leurs châteaux, pourvus de munitions et de vivres, 

ont pour le pouvoir légitime du roi, leur suzerain. Enfin, lorsque Renart essaie d'esquiver le châtiment mérité 

de ses crimes, c’est sous le manteau de la religion qu'il se réfugie. Pillez et tuez à loisir; après quoi, faites-vous 

moine ou ermite: la bure protège contre les justes sanctions et les justes vengeances. Tout est oublié, tout est 

pardonné, pourvu qu’on prie des lèvres un Dieu qu’on renie dans son cœur. 
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Les plus grandes beautés de cette œuvre ne résident point dans la couleur, mais dans le mouvement. 

On y retrouve toute la finesse rustique de notre race: l’esprit du seuil des portes villageoises, de la cuisine 

et de l’enclos. Le Roman de Renart: c’est une plante agreste de France, sans grand éclat, sans grand parfum, 

mais balancée au vent sur une tige souple et solide et tenant par de fortes racines à la glèbe natale. 

  

[Rémy Beaurieux, préface, le Roman de Renard, La Renaissance du livre, 1900] 

(http://salon-litteraire.linternaute.com/fr/resume-d-oeuvre/content/ 1831006-resume-le-roman-de-

renart) 

 

Thirteenth century - The Fabliaux 

7. Discover how fabliaux came into being. Consider the clues given by the images available at:  

 

https://nealenjoy.com/2013/09/13/five-friday-happy-bringers-91313/ 

 

https://www.shutterstock.com/image-vector/symbols-france-funky-doodles-94227151?src=pp-photo-

52614751-2 

 

 

 

 

Roman d'Alexandre, Oxford, Bodleian 

Library, ms.264, f1r. 

 

 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Bodleian_Library,_MS_Bodley_264#/media/File:Bodlei

an_264_f1r.jpg 
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https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trouv%C3%A8re#/media/File:Adam_de_la_halle.jpg 

 

 

 

https://www.shutterstock.com/image-vector/traditional-symbols-form-map-india-

208522960?src=82IR7VDQyF_a3DggENMfGw-1-23 

 

Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GkhX6ol2Ohs 
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Ms. Harley 4425 f. 73 Pauvrete and Richesse 

http://www.bl.uk/catalogues/illuminatedmanuscripts/ILLUMIN.ASP?Size=mid&IllID=31928 

 

https://archive.org/stream/fabliauxetcontes00tarsiala#page/n6/mode/1up  

 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2231949/Titanic-treasures-Precious-jewels-belonging-

passengers-doomed-ship-public-display-time-100-years-disaster.html 

http://www.bnf.fr/en/collections_and_services/numi_eng/s.coins.html#SHDC__Attribute_BlocArticle4

BnF 

http://www.acfe.com/student-benefits.aspx 

https://www.rottentomatoes.com/m/1020861_taming_of_the_shrew 

 

 

http://www.pionline.com/article/20170316/ONLINE/170319879/novastar-3-banks-settle-mbs-

lawsuit-for-165-million 
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The family of Henry VII with 

Joachim and Anne meeting at the 

Golden Gate, illuminated 

 

 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Family-of-Henry-VII.jpg 

 

In groups of five, reconstruct the story of fabliaux (how fabliaux came into being) and present 

it to the class. You can design an online presentation.  

 

8 Now check your answers by reading the text below. The clues have been highlighted. 

 

Told in France in the thirteenth century and collected and retold since the end of the eighteenth 

century the fabliaux were very popular throughout the medieval Europe. Scholars have traced their origin 

far back in time and in space. For instance, some of them were known in India a thousand years B.C., 

however in a less humorous and more didactic form. They were brought to Europe during or before the 

Crusades and once in Europe they were transformed, Christianised, adjusted to the mentality of the 

Western races. Other fabliaux stem from the rich imagination of the Celtic and Latin races and were 

born in France itself. Some fabliaux are anonymous, others are attributed to poets or trouvères, jongleurs 

who put them to verse.  

 

“The trouvères were for the most part men of gentle birth, but of small means, whose talent for poetry 

made them welcome guests at the court and in the castles of the more powerful and wealthy nobles. 

Some were in holy orders, and a few seem to have belonged to the bourgeoisie. Their poems were sung 

by itinerant musicians called jongleurs, or '"jugglers" (Lat. ioculatores, "jesters" or "jokers"), who travelled 

from castle to castle, receiving generous presents of money, jewellery, fine linen or cloth, and who seem, 

on the whole, to have formed a fairly prosperous corporation. They frequently boasted high-sounding 
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and martial names, such as Break-head, Kill-ox, Cut-rib or Cut-iron, and it is worthy of remark that it 

may be one of these who first assumed the name, and founded the family of Shake-spear. […] 

 

Intended largely for the people, and dealing mainly with the people—though the nobility and clergy 

are not spared—these fabliaux are interesting chiefly because they depict the real life of their time; as we 

read we behold the sturdy beggar on the road, the well-to-do student riding home from the university, 

the judge settling a lawsuit, the peasant driving his horse to the fair, or killing his pig—then as now an 

event of importance—the king's tailors getting a treat of honey, in days when sugar was unknown, the 

aged and helpless father at the mercy of an undutiful son, the husband taming a shrewish wife, youthful 

lovers stealing an interview at the postern gate. We learn how our forefathers lived, and how little human 

nature has changed notwithstanding the marvels of modern civilisation; lastly we stand at the fountain-

head of that esprit gaulois, of that satirical spirit of free-spoken jocularity which has ever been one of the 

distinctive traits of the French genius.” 

(https://archive.org/stream/fabliauxetcontes00tarsiala#page/n6/mode/1up)  

 

9. Listening 

You can listen to fabliaux at:  

https://archive.org/details/LesFabliaux/STE-023.mp3  

http://www.litteratureaudio.com/livre-audio-gratuit-mp3/anonyme-fabliaux-du-moyen-age.html 



 

UNIT 4 – THE MERCHANT’S TALE  

LESSON 1. GUERIN – THE PRIEST WHO PEEKED  

LESSON 2. THE MERCHANT’S TALE  

LESSON 3. LE ROMAN DE LA ROSE 

 

1 Read the information below and discuss with your partner how peasant life was different in 

the Middle Ages. 

Peasant life in the Middle Ages 

Marriage 

 Virtually all marriages were arranged by the parents. 

 Peasants generally married people from their own village. 

 Man was the head of the household and the wife was his property — to be treated in any way he 

wanted. 

 Men were allowed to divorce their wives, but women were not allowed to divorce their husbands. 

 Adultery and divorce were less common among the peasants. 

  

Religion 

 Religion was very important to the peasants. 

 They believed that faith could take them to a world that was certainly easier than the one in 

which they lived. 

 Peasants generally observed and celebrated church holidays. 

http://westernreservepublicmedia.org/middleages/feud_peasants.htm 

 

 

http://www.medievalists.net/tag/peasants/page/2/ 
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http://www.medievalists.net/2013/11/love-and-marriage-medieval-style/ 

 

 
Guèrin (French fabliau, early 13th century) 

The Priest Who Peeked 
 

In what follows I want to tell you, 

If you will hear me out, 

A courtly little fabliau, 

As Guèrin relates it and tells 

About a peasant who had a fine wife – 

 

Wise, courteous, and well bred; 

She was beautiful and came from  

a good family. 

He deeply loved her, 

This peasant, and he served her well, 

But she loved a priest; 

To him she had given her heart completely. 

 

The priest was so smitten by her 

That one day he decided 

He would go talk to her. 

He proceeded to the house, 

But before he arrived there, 

The peasant, as I have heard, 

Had sat down to dinner with his wife. 

 

The two were all alone, 

And the priest did not delay; 

He came rapidly to the door, 

But it was closed and locked. 

When he came there, he stopped 

By the door and looked it over. 

He looked through a small opening and saw 

That the peasant was eating and drinking 

And that his wife was sitting next to him. 

The eager priest was displeased 

To see what a life was led by this husband 

Who did not appreciate the pleasure  

of his wife. 

And, when he had looked at everything, 

Straightway he shouted these words: 

"What are you doing there, good people?" 

 

The peasant promptly replied, 

"By my faith, sir, we are eating; 

Come in and we will give you some of it." 

"You're eating, you say! You are lying, 

For it seems to me that you are fornicating!"2 

 

  

                                                 
2 The original word was replaced by “fornicate.”  
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"Hush, sir! We speak the truth; 

We are eating, as you can see." 

 

Said the priest, "I have no doubt about it; 

You are fornicating, for I see it clearly. 

Now you are trying to trick me. 

Come stand outside where I am, 

And I will go sit in there, 

Then you can see indeed 

Whether I told the truth or lied." 

 

The peasant and the priest switched 

 places, the priest locks the door and  

sins with the peasant’s wife while the 

 peasant is looking through a hole 

 in the door. 

 

 

Thus was the peasant tricked 

And so deceived and befuddled 

Both by the priest and by his own  

weak wit 

That he never felt any pain; 

And because the door had a hole  

in it, 

It is said to this day: "One hole  

satisfies many fools." 

 

 

(http://sites.fas.harvard.edu/~chaucer/special/litsubs/fabliaux/) 
 

2. Match the words in column A to their definitions in column B. 
 

A 
1. courtly 
 
2. well bred 
3. smitten 
4. fornicate 
5. befuddled 
6. wit 

B 
a) well brought up, as shown in having good 
manners 
b) impressed favourably, enamored 
c) to have sex without being married  
d) elegant, refined 
e) intelligence 
f) confused 

3. The story is defined as “a courtly little fabliau” by its author. Is it really courtly? Who are 
the characters of the story? Why don’t they have names? 
 

NOTE: Courtly love, French amour courtois, in the later Middle Ages, a highly  conventionalized code 
that prescribed the behaviour of ladies and their lovers. It also provided the theme of an extensive courtly 
medieval literature that began with the troubadour poetry of Aquitaine and Provence in southern France 
toward the end of the 11th century. The term amour courtois—translated into English as “courtly love”—
came into wide use during the late 19th century through the work of the French philologist Gaston Paris, 
but the term itself was rarely used in medieval literature of any European language. (Source: 
https://www.britannica.com/topic/courtly-love) 

 
4. Why was the peasant tricked? 
 
5. What is ironic in this fabliau? Was what the priest did moral, especially given the fact that 

he was a servant of God? 
 
6. What is the moral of the story? 
 
7. What is the final quote? 
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1785 print inspired by "The Merchant's Tale".  

 
http://www.britishmuseum.org/research/collection_online/collection_object_details.aspx?objectId=163
7920&partId=1 

 
8. What do the images above show? 
 
9. Read the following text from the Canterbury Tales.  
 
 

The Merchant's Tale 
 

Some time ago there dwelt in Lombardy 

A worthy knight; born in Pavia, he 

Resided there with great success in life. 

For sixty years he'd lived without a wife, 

Pursuing every bodily delight 

With women, being all his appetite,  

For which these worldly fools so  

well are known. 

But when his sixtieth year had come  

and gone, 

Whether it was for sake of holiness 

Or caused by dotage (I won't try to guess), 

To take a wife he had such great desire  

That day and night he never seemed to tire 

Of looking for a chance to tie the knot. 

When God, once he made Adam, looked  

and saw 

The man all by himself and in the raw, 

God in his goodness, for his mercy's sake, 

Said, "For this man a helper let us make, 

One like himself." Then God created Eve. 

[…] 

So January, this knight of whom I've told, 

Considered in the days when he was old 

The life of joy, the virtuous repose 

In marriage honey sweet. […]  

January decides to marry a maiden of 

humble station known as May. After their 

wedding at the church a feast at January’s 

palace follows.[…] 

Fair Venus laughed, with all shared her delight 

That January had become her knight, 

That he'd assay his heart now with a wife  

The same as he had done in single life.[…] 
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And May, as she sat gracefully in bliss, 

Was like some fair illusion to espy; 

Queen Esther never once cast such an eye 

On Ahasuerus, so meek was her look.  

I can't tell all the forms her beauty took, 

But this much on it I can safely say: 

She was just like a morning bright in May, 

Her beauty other pleasures to enhance. 

How ravished January, in a trance  

Each time he looked upon her, giving start 

To passion's threat against her in his heart:  

That night to give her tighter a caress 

Than Paris did his Helen. […] 

When came the proper time to leave the table, 

The folks began to dance, imbibing fast, 

As spices all about the house were cast,   

And full of bliss was each and every man-- 

All but a squire whose name was Damian, 

Who'd carved meat for the knight for many  

a day. 

He had such longing for his lady May 

That by the pain this squire was nearly crazed.             

He all but swooned and perished,  

standing dazed, 

So sorely Venus, dancing with her brand, 

Had burnt him as she bore it in her hand.[…] 

The moon, which had at noontime of the day                

When January married freshest May 

Still been in Taurus, into Cancer glided 

While May within her bedroom still abided.[…] 

Some clerks believe that pleasure is the way 

To happiness. And one can truly say 

This January, noble in his might, 

Through proper means, befitting such  

a knight, 

Pursued a sumptuous life while here on earth.               

His home, his clothes, all that his rank  

and worth 

Had brought to him, were fashioned like  

a king's. 

He had, among some other noble things, 

A garden built, walled all about with stone. 

Now there's to me no fairer garden known; 

I wouldn't doubt, indeed I would suppose 

That he who wrote The Romance of the Rose[…] 

 

Shortly after their wedding, January 

becomes blind and jealousy makes him never 

let his wife’s hand. One day, old blind January 

invites his wife May to a stroll in their walled 

garden. May had managed to make a second 

key to the garden gate and given it to Damian 

who is now secretly told to sneak into the 

garden before January and May arrive there 

and climb a pear tree. Once in the garden May 

pretends she wants to eat pears from a tree so 

she persuades her blind husband to help her 

climb it.  

So he stooped down, and on his back she stood 

And caught hold of a branch, and up she  

went-- 

I pray, miladies, wrath you will not vent,   

I can't mince words, I am an ignorant man-- 

 

At the sight of May and Damian sinning, 

Pluto gives January back his sight. However 

May gives the following explanation. […] 

 

And she then answered, "Sir, what's ailing you? 

Be reasonable, have patience! Bear in mind 

How I have helped your eyes that both  

were blind.  

On peril of my soul, I speak no lies; 

For I was taught, for healing of your eyes, 

There was no better thing to make you see 

Than struggling with a man up in a tree. [..] 

But when a man first wakes when he has slept, 

His eyes aren't right away fit to be kept 

On anything, to see with no mistake, 

Until at last he truly is awake. 

Just so, when blind for any lengthy spell, 

A man won't of a sudden see as well, 

When first to him his sight has come anew, 

As one who's had his sight a day or two. 

Until your sight has settled for a while,  

There's many a thing you'll see that  

may beguile.[…] 

 

(https://sites.fas.harvard.edu/~chaucer/teachslf/mert-par.htm)  
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10 The following lines have been jumbled. Put them in the right order and insert them in the text. 

 

See Judith, by her story too we know 

Behold how Jacob, as these students read, 

Says Seneca, above a humble wife. 

God's people, and who then for Mordecai 

How by wise counsel she God's people kept, 

By his mother Rebecca's good advice 

Won the blessing his father would bestow. 

  See Abigail, how by good counsel she 

How she slew Holofernes while he slept. 

 By sound advice delivering from woe 

Her husband Nabal saved, the time when he 

Would have been slain. And Esther see also, 

Ahasuerus' favor won thereby. 

There's nothing in high favor in this life,  

Tied round his neck the sheepskin, which device 

 

11 Now that you can read the entire excerpt, answer the following question: Is Chaucer 

quoting other writings? Are there any quotation marks? What, who and by what means does 

Chaucer make reference to? 

12 Find words/phrases in the text that mean: 

1. As it actually is 

2. A deterioration of mental faculties associated with aging. 

3. To marry 

4. To engage in (a vocation or hobby, for example); practice. 

5. To catch sight of, to glimpse 

6. Extreme happiness; ecstasy. 

7. Showing patience and humility; gentle. 

8. Enchanted, delighted, enthralled 

9. To drink 

10. To faint 

11. Stunned, bewildered 

12. A flaming torch 

13. To remain in a place 

14. Forceful, often vindictive anger. 

15. To express (one's thoughts or feelings, for example), especially forcefully. 

16. To cause physical or mental pain or uneasiness to; trouble; afflict. 

17. A short, indefinite period of time. 

18. To deceive by guile or charm 

 

13 Add suffixes and/or prefixes to the following words so that the newly formed words should 

fill in the gaps in the text: CELEBRATE, DORM, AGRICULTURE, NOBLE, ICON, SEQUENCE 

 

Dividing the year 

The seasons of the year governed life for many people in medieval Europe – the planting, nurturing, 

and harvesting of crops was the cycle according to which life was lived. 1) … of the end of winter and the 

start of spring were followed by periods of plowing the fields and planting crops. In the summer there 

was hay to be cut, wheat to be harvested and stored, and grapes to be harvested and made into wine. The 

fall was taken up with storing and preserving food, and preparing the fields for winter crops, and the 

winter was a cold and 2) … time, occupied with keeping warm and well fed until the beginning of spring 
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started the cycle again. The sequence of 3) … tasks is depicted in many medieval calendar manuscripts, 

as well as in books of hours made for the 4) … . Each month would be illustrated with the task to be 

carried out at that time, an 5) … tradition seen in sculpture, tapestry, and illuminated manuscripts 

including the sumptuous Tres Riches Heures made for the Duc de Berry. 

The year could also be divided into months according to the Julian calendar, with twelve months of 

around thirty days each and an extra day every four years to keep the calendar in step with the solar year. 

According to the Roman system the days within each month were numbered according to the calends, 

ides, and nones, and in the Middles Ages this system was used in parallel with the now more familiar one 

of the 6) … numbering of days within a month. The first day of May could also be referred to as the 

calends of May, and since the Julian calendar counted back from the calends, the twentieth day of April 

was twelve days before the calends of May. 

(Thomas F. Glick, Steven Livesey, Faith Wallis (ed.), Medieval Science, Technology, and Medicine: An 

Encyclopedia, New York: Routledge, 2005, page 110) 

 

 

14 Idioms: Words and Talking 

This idiom occurred in the text: not to mince one’s words = to speak frankly. Insert the 

following idioms in the sentences below: 

speak volumes; be on speaking terms; to talk a blue streak; to talk smb’s head off; to talk shop; to talk 

through one’s hat; in words of one syllable; words fail me; take the words out of smb’s mouth; put in a good 

words for somebody  

 

1. Mark didn’t talk until he was two, then he started … .  

2. This is the tallest story I’ve ever heard! You’ re … . 

3. I don’t understand statements of account. Can you explain them … ? 

4. When she showed up at the office after a three-week vacation in California, … . 

5. I hope your project will be awarded the funds. I’ll … . 

6. I … trying to convince them but it was all in vain. 

7. By now you should know that nobody goes to a party to … . Professional matters are quite boring.  

8. She … with her ex husband since the divorce.  

9. Although she didn’t say a word about what had happened at the job interview, her furious 

expression … . 

10. You … when you said he had no knowledge of the legal practice.  
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15 Look at the characters’ names. Why does the writer use names of months for his main male 

and female characters? The answer also fills the gap in the definition below. 

 

January 

 

May 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Très_Riches_Heures_du_Duc_de_Berry#/media/File:Les_Tr%C3%A8s_R

iches_Heures_du_duc_de_Berry_Janvier.jpghttps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Très_Riches_Heures_du_Du

c_de_Berry#/media/File:Fr%C3%A8res_Limbourg_-_Tr%C3%A8s_Riches_Heures_du_duc_de_Berry_-

_mois_de_mai_-_Google_Art_Project.jpg 

 

…. is a figure of speech in which abstract ideas and principles are described in terms of characters, 

figures and events. It can be employed in prose and poetry to tell a story with a purpose of teaching an 

idea and a principle or explaining an idea or a principle. The objective of its use is to preach some kind 

of a moral lesson. (Source: http://literarydevices.net/allegory/) 

 

16 What is a love triangle? Is it moral? 

Write the (names of the) characters in the 

two stories in the hearts in the image. 

 

17 Why do/did love triangles exist? 
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18 Name other famous literary characters involved in love triangles. Research their stories 

and present them to the class. 

 

LE ROMAN DE LA ROSE 

 

19 Watch this video and predict the story of the Romance of the Rose:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2u0nQMRIp84 

 

20 Watch the video at http://www.historyofinformation.com/expanded.php?id=2079.  

Answer the following questions: 

A. Who were the two writers of the Romance of the Rose? 

B. Who are the main characters of the Romance of the Rose? 

C. What literary figure of speech is used in the Romance? 

 

21 Fill in the gaps with right words from the ones given: seek, composed, tutored, symbolizes, 

known, belongs, tells, declared, completed, unfinished, strolls, relates 

The Story of the Rose’ was 1)… in France at the height of the age of chivalry and courtly love by 

Guillaume de Lorris. The author’s 2) … intention was to expound the “whole art of love”. He began writing 

in the late 1230s, but left the work 3) … when he died around 1278. The very long poem was 4) …, some 

40 years later, by Jean de Meun, sometimes also 5) … by the nickname ‘Clopinel’ because he was lame. In 

French, ‘clopiner’ means ‘to limp’. 

The earlier part of the poem 6) … of the Lover’s quest for the Rose, which 7) … his lady’s love. 

Guillaume 8) … the story as if it were a dream, speaking through the voice of the Lover. Rising one May 

morning he 9) … along a riverbank, enjoying the sights and sounds of a new spring. The Lover’s footsteps 

take him to a lush orchard enclosed by a high wall. 

The walled garden 10) … to a nobleman called Déduit – the Old French word for pleasure. It is here 

the Lover must 11) … his elusive Rose. In the quest, he is 12) … in the art of courtship by the winged God 

of Love and encounters a series of allegorical characters. Each is an expression of the object of his 

affections. Together they provide a charming commentary on the psychology of romantic love. 

(https://www.bl.uk/collection-items/roman-de-la-rose) 
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22 What does this image represent? 

 

 
Ms. Harley 4425, f. 12v, Garden of Pleasure 

(http://www.bl.uk/catalogues/illuminatedmanuscripts/record.asp?MSID=7465&CollID=8&NStart=4425) 

 

23 Add suffixes and/or prefixes to the following words so that the newly formed words should 

fill in the gaps in the text: LITERATURE, COMPENDIUM, ORDER, COMPILE, IMAGE, FAME, 

ARISTOCRACY, SPIRIT, LORD, SUPERVISE. 

The garden was an important visual and 1) … metaphor in medieval manuscript works, employed in texts 
and in the miniatures that illustrated them. Certain 2) … of knowledge had titles that related to gardens 
or flowers, the flowers being the gems of knowledge that grew within the 3) … environment of the garden. 
A 4) … of small segments from the works of others was known as a florilegium. Garden 5) … could be 
used in an allegorical sense, as in the 6) … poem Le Roman de la Rose. Real medieval gardens were 
enclosed spaces belonging to 7) … owners for their pleasure and 8) … uplift. While his 9) … was most 
unlikely to be scratching around in the compost heap himself, the planning and 10) … of an orderly and 
pleasing garden was an attribute of a fine manager of properties and estates. 
 
(http://medievalwriting.50megs.com/word/gentleman2.htm) 

 

24 Symbolism of the garden 

The Merchant’s Tale is set in a garden. Chaucer makes direct however ironic reference to the 

garden in Le Roman de la Rose. What is this reference? 
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25 Famous gardens 

Watch the video at: https://tuinderlusten-jheronimusbosch.ntr.nl/en#  

Think about a painting or other representation of a garden and prepare a similar 

presentation.  

 

 

 

 

 

Grandes Heures d'Anne de Bretagne. Type: manuscris 

Langue: Latin Format: 238 ff. – 300 x 190 mm. – 

Reliure galuchat noir datée de 1684, fermoirs 

métalliques XVIIe s. au chiffre d'Anne de Bretagne, 

gardes pap. dominoté, tranches drées Droits: domaine 

public Identifiant: ark:/12148/btv1b52500984v 

Manuscript illuminator Jean Bourdichon (1457-59-

1521), 1503-08, Grandes Heures d'Anne de Bretagne, 

France. #Pensee  

 

https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Les_Grandes_Heures_d%27Anne_de_Bretagne#/media/File:Evangile_Jea

n_Grandes_Heures_Anne_de_Bretagne.jpg 

 

26 Read the following excerpt. Translate the names of flowers and plants mentioned in it. 

[266]   Par. I.  God Almighty first planted a garden. And, indeed, it is the purest of human pleasure. It 

is the greatest refreshment to the spirits of man, without which, buildings and palaces are but gross 

handiworks. And a man shall ever see that when ages grow to civility and elegance, men come to build 

stately, sooner than to garden finely  – as if gardening were the greater perfection. I do hold it, in the 

royal ordering of gardens, [that] there ought to be gardens, for all the months in the year, in which 

severally things of beauty may be then in season. For December, and January, and the latter part of 

November, you must take such things as are green all winter: holly, ivy, bays, juniper, cypress trees, yew,  

[267]  pine-apple-trees, fir trees, rosemary, lavender, periwinkle, the white, the purple, and the blue,  

germander, flags, orange trees, lemon trees, and myrtles, if they be stirred, and sweet marjoram, warm 

set. There follows, for the latter part of January and February, the mezereon tree, which then blossoms; 

crocus vernus, both the yellow and the grey, primroses, anemones, the early tulippa; hyacinthus 

orientalis, chamairis, frettellaria [= fritellaria]. For March, there come violets, specially the single blue, 

which are the earliest; the yellow daffodil; the daisy, the almond tree in blossom, the peach tree in 

blossom, the cornelian tree in blossom, sweet-briar. In April follow the double white violet, the 

wallflower, the stock-gilliflower, the cowslip, flower-de-lices, [= fleur de lis] and lilies of all natures, 

rosemary flowers, the tulippa, the double peony, the pale daffodil, the French honeysuckle, the cherry 

tree in blossom; the damson and plum  [268 (misnumbered: 269)]  trees in blossom, the whitethorn in 

leaf, the lilac tree. In May and June come pinks of all sorts, specially the blushpink, roses of all kinds, 

except the musk, which comes later, honeysuckles, strawberries, bugloss, columbine, the French 

marigold, flos Africanus, cherry tree in fruit, ribes, figs in fruit, rasps, vine flowers, lavender in flowers, 
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the sweet satyrian, with the white flower, herba muscaria, lilium convallium, the apple tree in blossom. 

In July come gilliflowers of all varieties, musk roses, the lime tree in blossom, early pears and plums in 

fruit, ginnitings, codlins. In August come plums of all sorts in fruit, pears, apricots, berberries, filberds, 

musk-melons, monks hoods, of all colours. In September come grapes, apples, poppies of all colours, 

peaches, melocotones, nectarines, cornelians, wardens, quinces. In October and the beginning of 

November come services, medlars, bullaces, roses cut or removed  [269 (misnumbered: 270)]  to come 

late, hollyhocks, and such like. These particulars are for the climate of London, but my meaning is 

perceived, that you may have ver perpetuum, as the place affords.  

 

Francis Bacon, Of Gardens 

(http://archiv.ub.uni-heidelberg.de/artdok/617/1/Davis_Fontes18.pdf) 

 

 

27 Read the summary below and say what characters are painted on the garden wall and why 

and what characters are in the garden. 

 

Le Roman de la Rose 

By Guillaume de Lorris 

 

CHAPITRES II A IX. 

Soudain se dresse à ses yeux un jardin immense entouré d'un grand mur crénelé, sur lequel, en dehors, 

sont peintes des images repoussantes, savoir: Haine, Félonie, Vilenie, Convoitise, Avarice, Envie, 

Tristesse, Vieillesse, Papelardie et Pauvreté. L'Amant s'arrête un instant à contempler ces images et 

cherche à pénétrer dans le jardin. Il ne trouve qu'une petite porte basse et bien fermée, à laquelle il 

frappe. Une gente damoiselle, Oyseuse, vient lui ouvrir. Ce jardin est le séjour de Déduit. Là dansaient et 

jouaient Déduit, Liesse, Dieu d'Amours, Beauté, Richesse, Largesse, Franchise, Courtoisie, Oyseuse et 

Jeunesse. 

L'Amant ébloui contemple ce tableau riant, lorsque Courtoisie vient le chercher et l'engage à la karole. 

Il accepte, choisit la belle Oyseuse pour sa danseuse et prend part à la ronde. 

GLOSE. 

Déduit ou Plaisir d'Amour, c'est la personnification des jouissances amoureuses, le bonheur de la vie. 

Son jardin enchanté n'est réservé qu'à un petit nombre d'élus; car pour y entrer, c'est-à-dire pour goûter 

dignement toutes les jouissances de l'amour, il faut être gai, aimant, beau, riche, généreux, franc, 

courtois, jeune et désoeuvré. Nul, par contre, n'y saurait [p. XXXIV] pénétrer s'il est haineux, félon, vilain, 

convoiteux, avare, envieux, triste, vieux ou misérable. Ceux-là ne savent pas ce que c'est que d'aimer, et 

personne non plus ne les aime. 

Le désoeuvrement nous ouvre la porte, c'est-à-dire nous pousse au plaisir, et, comme vous le verrez, 

pour goûter réellement l'amour, il faut avoir beaucoup de temps à soi. Quand l'Amant dit qu'il choisit 

Oyseuse pour sa danseuse, il fait comprendre qu'il se jeta dans les plaisirs tout d'abord pour y chercher 

simplement des distractions. Enfin, comme la femme est avant tout un être aimable et courtois, nous 

nous sentons irrésistiblement attirés vers elle. 

Voilà donc notre Amant emporté dans le tourbillon des plaisirs. 

 

(http://www.gutenberg.org/files/16816/16816-h/16816-h.htm) 

 

28 Read the excerpt below from the chapters summarised above and say what the author describes. 

Comme elles balaient gentîment! 

L'une venait tout bellement 

Contre l'autre, puis au passage 

Approchait son joli visage; 

A voir leur bouche se croiser, 
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Elles semblaient s'entrebaiser 

Quand se cambrait leur taille souple. 

Comment vous peindre ce beau couple? 

(same source as above) 

 

29 Read the excerpt below and answer the following questions: 

1. What does the rose stand for? 

2. Who is the God of Love? 

3. What actually happens? 

4. How does the Lover depict his feelings? 

 

 

XIII 

Ici l'Auteur nous dit comment 

Le Dieu d'Amours perce l'Amant, 

Dans le verger près de la Rose, 

Au moment où il se dispose 

A tirer et cueillir la fleur, 

Enivré par la douce odeur; 

Mais sans contenter son envie 

Car Amour est là qui l'épie. 

Le Dieu d'Amours qui, l'arc tendu, 

N'avait pas un instant perdu, 

L'oeil au guet, à suivre ma trace, 

Près d'un figuier prit enfin place; 

Puis, saisissant l'occasion 

Où je restais d'émotion 

Devant la rose préférée 

Et si ardemment désirée, 

Soudain une flèche il brandit, 

La corde dans la coche mit, 

Et bandant jusqu'à son oreille 

L'arc qui était fort à merveille, 

Avec telle adresse il tira, 

Que jusqu'au coeur me pénétra 

Par l'oeil cette flèche acérée. 

Adonc une sueur glacée 

Me prit sous mon chaud pelisson, 

Et j'ai senti maint grand frisson. 

De cette flèche meurtrière 

Atteint, je tombai sur la terre; 

Soudain mon coeur avait failli, 

Et mes genoux avaient fléchi, 

[…] 

 

https://www.bl.uk/catalogues/illuminatedmanuscripts/ILLUMIN.ASP?

Size=mid&IllID=31920 

Amour and Amant, Ms Harley 4425 fol. 22 

 

 

 

http://www.gutenberg.org/files/16

816/16816-h/16816-h.htm 

 

 

30 What does the garden stand for? 
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UNIT 5 – THE MILLER’S TALE 

LESSON 1. GUERIN – BERENGER OF THE LONG ARSE 

LESSON 2. THE MILLER’S TALE 

THE FABLIAU 

1 Depending on their meaning put the right words in their right place in the following text 

about fabliaux. 

"A fabliau is a brief comic tale in verse, usually 1) … and often 2) … or obscene. The style is simple, 

vigorous, and straightforward; the time is the present, and the 3) … real, familiar places; the characters 

are ordinary sorts -- tradesmen, peasants, priests, students, restless wives; the plots are realistically 

motivated tricks and 4) … The fabliaux thus present a lively image of everyday life among the middle 

and lower classes. Yet that representation only seems real; life did not run that high in actual fourteenth-

century towns and villages -- it never does -- and the plots, convincing though they seem, frequently 

involve incredible degrees of 5) … in the victims and of 6) … and sexual appetite in the 7) … -heroes 

and -heroines.” 

 

(http://sites.fas.harvard.edu/~chaucer/special/litsubs/fabliaux/) 

 

a. settings – The time, place, and circumstances in which a narrative, drama, or film takes place. 

b. gullibility – tendency to believe too readily and therefore to be easily deceived; credulousness; 

naiveness, naivete, naivety 

c. scurrilous – Expressed in vulgar, coarse, or abusive language. 

d. ingenuity – Inventive skill or imagination; cleverness. 

e. trickster – a person who deceives or plays tricks 

f. scatological – characterized by obscenity or preoccupation with obscenity, esp in the form of 

references to excrement 

g. ruse – A crafty stratagem; a subterfuge. 

 

 

Brainstorming 

2 What famous knights do you know 

A. in history 

B. in literature? 

 

Test your knowledge 

3 Read the following sentences and say if they are true or false: 
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A kneeling knight (left), wearing a red sleeveless surcoat over his armour, received a swan-crested 

helm from a standing lady (right) in a pink dress. Detail of a miniature from a manuscript of the Romance 

of Alexander. 

Bodleian Library, MS. Bodley 264, fol. 101v (detail) 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Bodleian_Library,_MS_Bodley_264#/media/File:Kneeli

ng_knight_received_a_swan-crested_helmet.jpg 

 

Knights and knighthood 

 

a. A Knight was recognised by Middle Ages society as a man who possessed great combat skills and 

who adhered to the Code of Chivalry.  

b. The process of training and equipping a knight with a horse and appropriate weapons was very 

cheap.  

c. Knights would generally come from a noble, or wealthy, family - a would-be knight had to have 

the right connections.  

d. The origin of the term ' Knight' derives from Anglo-Saxon word "Cniht" meaning "boy" or "page 

boy".  

e. The honor of being a knight eventually passed from a knight to his nephews. 

f. In time of war Squires accompanied Knights on the battlefield, leading and tending the horses 

and dressing them in the Medieval Knights Armor. 

 

(http://www.medieval-life-and-times.info/medieval-knights/knighthood.htm) 

 

A Tournament before King Arthur. Bodleian Library, Oxford. Shelfmark: Ms. Douce 383, Bl. Detail of 

Folio 16 recto 
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A Tournament before King Arthur. Bodleian 

Library, Oxford. Shelfmark: Ms. Douce 383, Bl. 

Detail of Folio 16 recto 

 

 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Bodleian_Library,_MS_Douce_383#/media/File:Turnier

_vor_K%C3%B6nig_Artus_MS._Douce_383_fol_16r.jpg 

 

Guèrin (French fabliau, early 13th cent.) 
Bèrenger of the Long Arse 

4 Read the fabliau and predict what happens after the deceitful husband gives his disguised 

wife a kiss. 

… 

Hear what Guèrin would relate 

Of what happened in Lombardy 

(Where people are not very brave), 

Of a knight who had taken as a wife, 

As I have heard, a noble lady, 

Daughter of a rich nobleman, 

Whereas he was the son of a churl, 

 

Of a rich and prosperous usurer 

Who had plenty of wine and grain; 

 

… 

Those who marry beneath themselves  

for money 

Ought to be ashamed of it, 

And great harm they have from it. 

Evil and lowborn knights 

And cowards issue from such folk, 

Who covet gold and silver 

More than doing chivalrous deeds. 

Thus does nobility perish. 

 

… 

The knight abandons the code of chivalry and lazes around for the first ten years of the marriage. When his 

wife, tired of his demeaning attitude and lazy nature, speaks of the greatness of the knights in her family, the 

husband decides to prove himself a worthy knight. He dresses in armor and goes into the forest on horseback. Once 

in the forest, he hangs his shield on the lowest branch of a tree and beats it until it looks as if it endured a great 

battle. The knight returns to his wife, shows her his bruised armor, and gloats about his victories. After a few trips 

into the forest, the wife begins to wonder why the knight himself is unscathed while his armor is in shambles 

Wikipedia 
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The lady perceived and well knew 

That he had deceived her by some stratagem, 

And she determines that if he goes again 

To the woods she will follow him 

And thus see what he does 

And how he conducts himself there. 

 

Thus the lady is determined; 

When morning comes, 

The knight has himself armed 

And says he is going to kill 

Three knights who menace him 

And thus have greatly annoyed him; 

They go looking for him -- of this he  

 complains. 

The lady tells him that he should take  

with him 

Three or four of his servants; 

Thus he could be more secure in battle. 

 

"Lady, I shall take no one there. 

By myself I shall inflict on them such damage 

That none shall escape alive." 

 

Immediately he set out on his way. 

In a great fury he made for the woods. 

And the lady found a suit of armor; 

She armed herself like a knight, 

And then mounted on a war-horse. 

She did not delay at all, 

But set out straight after her lord, 

Who had already plunged into the woods 

And had hung his shield 

From a chain, as he usually did, 

And was hacking at it with his sword. 

He made such a noise and raised such havoc 

That he who heard it would say 

There were eleven hundred devils there. 

Don't take this for a fable; 

He raised a great noise there and a great 

 uproar, 

And the lady stopped for a moment. 

And when she saw what was going on, 

She was amazed, struck speechless; 

 

And when she had heard enough, 

She straightway galloped her horse 

Toward her husband, and she cried: 

"Young man, young man! What is this folly? 

 

 

Why are you cutting down my woods? 

I'll be cursed if you escape me 

Without being cut into pieces! 

Why do you mistreat your shield, 

Which has never done you any harm? 

You have started a crazy business today; 

God's hate on him who prizes you 

When you thus make war on it!" 

 

When he heard these words, 

He was astonished and speechless. 

He did not recognize the lady; 

The naked sword fell from his hand, 

And straightway his senses fled; 

"Sire," he said, "for the mercy of God, 

If I have done you wrong in any way, 

I will make it up to you without argument; 

Willingly -- as much as you want – 

I will give you riches and money." 

 

The lady says: "As God may save me 

You will speak of another Bernart 

Before you leave this place, 

For I will offer you a bargain: 

Either you joust with me – 

And I swear to you and guarantee, 

If you fall, without fail 

Straightway you lose your head, 

For I will have no pity on you – 

Or I will dismount on foot, 

And I will bend over 

And you will come and kiss my arse, 

Exactly in the middle, if you please. 

Decide now which you prefer 

Of these choices that I offer you." 

 

Then he who was so badly frightened 

And who is filled with cowardice 

Says that he will not joust. 

"Sir," he says, "I have vowed 

Not to joust with any living man. 

So dismount, if it is no trouble, 

And I shall do what you please." 

The lady would grant no respite 

But immediately put foot on ground 

And raised her robe 

And bent over in front of him. 

"Sir, put your face here." 
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… 

"When the shepherd is weak, the wolf shits wool." 

Here ends Bèrenger of the Long Arse.  

 

https://chaucer.fas.harvard.edu/pages/bèrenger-long-arse 

 

5 Read the text again and choose A, B, C or D. 

 

1. The author of this fabliau is: 

A. unknown B. Guerin C. one with the storyteller D. an Englishman 

2. The proverb at the end of the fabliau: 

A. warns shepherds against wolves 

B. means that evil people may take advantage of weak guardians 

C. advises shepherds to keep their sheep together 

D. tells about a funny way wolves produce wool. 

 

3. The knight by the name Berenger of Long Arse 

a. is the villain of the story 

b. is a woman 

c. is kissed by a young lady on his cheek 

d. does not need to prove his valiance 

 

 

The Miller's Tale 
 

The Miller begins his story: there was once an Oxford student named Nicholas, who studied astrology 

and was well acquainted with the art of love. Nicholas boarded with a wealthy but ignorant old carpenter 

named John, who was jealous and highly possessive of his sexy eighteen-year-old wife, Alisoun. One day, 

the carpenter leaves, and Nicholas and Alisoun begin flirting. Nicholas grabs Alisoun, and she threatens to 

cry for help. He then begins to cry, and after a few sweet words, she agrees to sleep with him when it is safe 

to do so. She is worried that John will find out, but Nicholas is confident he can outwit the carpenter. 

Nicholas is not alone in desiring Alisoun. A merry, vain parish clerk named Absolon also fancies Alisoun. 

He serenades her every night, buys her gifts, and gives her money, but to no avail—Alisoun loves Nicholas. 

Nicholas devises a plan that will allow him and Alisoun to spend an entire night together.  

Nicholas tells John he has had a vision from God and offers to tell John about it. He explains that he has 

foreseen a terrible event. The next Monday, waters twice as great as Noah’s flood will cover the land, 

exterminating all life. The carpenter believes him and fears for his wife, just what Nicholas had hoped would 

occur. Nicholas instructs John to fasten three tubs, each loaded with provisions and an ax, to the roof of 

the barn. On Monday night, they will sleep in the tubs, so that when the flood comes, they can release the 

tubs, hack through the roof, and float until the water subsides. Nicholas also warns John that it is God’s 

commandment that they may do nothing but pray once they are in the tubs—no one is to speak a word. 

Monday night arrives, and Nicholas, John, and Alisoun ascend by ladder into the hanging tubs. As soon 

as the carpenter begins to snore, Nicholas and Alisoun climb down, run back to the house, and sleep 

together in the carpenter’s bed. In the early dawn, Absolon passes by. Hoping to stop in for a kiss, or perhaps 

more, from Alisoun, Absalon sidles up to the window and calls to her. She harshly replies that she loves 

another. Absolon persists, and Alisoun offers him one quick kiss in the dark.  

(http://www.sparknotes.com/lit/canterbury/section7.rhtml) 

[…] 
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She opened up the window then with haste. 

"Come on," she said, "be quick, no time  

to waste, 

We don't want neighbors seeing you've  

come by." 

Absalon wiped his mouth till it was dry.  

The night was dark as pitch, as black as coal, 

And from the window she stuck out her hole; 

And Absalon, not knowing north from south, 

Then kissed her naked ass with eager mouth 

Before he was aware of all of this.  

Then back he started, something  

seemed amiss: 

A woman has no beard, he knew as much, 

Yet this was rough and hairy to the touch. 

"O fie!" he said. "Alas! what did I do?" 

  "Tee hee," said she, and clapt the window to.  

 

Poor Absalon had reached a sorry pass. 

  "A beard, a beard!" laughed Handy Nicholas. 

"God's body, this is really going swell." 

  Poor Absalon heard all this very well, 

In anger had to give his lip a bite,  

And to himself he said, "I'll set you right." 

  Who's rubbing now, who's scrubbing now 

 his lips 

With dust, with sand, with straw, with cloth, 

 with chips, 

But Absalon, who's crying out "Alas! 

May Satan take my soul if I'd not pass 

Up owning this whole town that I might be 

Avenged for this despite they've done to me. 

[…] 

 

www.chaucer.fas.harvard.edu 

 

6 Explain the highlighted words. 

 

7 Draw a parallel between Guerin’s story and the Miller’s tale 

 Guerin’s story The Miller’s tale 

Length of verse   

Length of story   

Storyline   

Characters   

Characters’ social condition   

The trickster   

Humour    

Love triangles   

 

 

8 Are the farces in Berenger of the Long Arse and Miller’s Tale credible? Why (not)? 

 

9 Give a title to the Miller’s Tale.  

 

10 Predict the end of the Miller’s Tale. 

 

11 Now watch the relevant episode in Pier Paolo Passolini’s homonymous film (with English 

subtitles) to see if your prediction was right. 

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dRuxFjcb7NE&t=17s) 

12 Identify the sources of humour in both stories. Here are some clues.  

I. 

Flecte quod est rigidum, 

fove quod est frigidum, 

rege quod est devium. 

 

Bend that which is inflexible, 

fire that which is chilled, 

correct what goes astray. 

 

II. a kiss 
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III. punishment/revenge 

IV. grotesque gestures 

 

Listening 

13 Was Chaucer’s language different from ours? Listen to the excerpt where Nicolas seduces 

Alisoun. 

https://alanbaragona.wordpress.com/the-criyng-and-the-soun/the-millers-tale-nicholas-seduces-

alisoun/ 

 

 

 

Zodiac illustration from a medical almanac, 1399. The man’s pointing finger serves as a warning against 

the powerful forces of the stars. 

http://www.bl.uk/learning/images/bodies/illustrations/large7549.html 

 

14 What does the image above show? 

 

15 Fill each blank with only one word. 

Ideas of astrology in medieval Europe were …(1) long way from today's star sign …(2). Although some 

medieval astrologers …(3) thought to be magicians, many were …(4) respected scholars. Astrologers 

believed that the …(5) of the stars influenced numerous …(6) on earth, from the weather and …(7) growth 

of crops to the personalities of …(8) born babies and the inner workings of the …(9) body. 
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Doctors often carried around special almanacs (or calendars) containing …(10) charts, allowing 

them to check the …(11) of the stars before making a diagnosis. …(12) of these almanacs included 

pictures which helped …(13) explain complicated ideas to patients. The picture …(14) shows a 'zodiac 

man' from one of …(15) almanacs. The almanac dates back to 1399. The diagram was intended to …(16) 

how the astrological formations (or star signs) rule over …(17) part of the body. The man's …(18) finger 

serves as a warning …(19) the powerful forces of the stars. 

Ancient studies of astrology were translated …(20) Arabic to Latin in the 12th and 13th centuries and 

…(21) became a part of everyday medical …(22) in Europe. Doctors combined Galenic medicine (…(23) 

from the Greek physiologist Galen - AD 129-216) with careful studies …(24) the stars. By the end of the 

1500s, physicians …(25) Europe were required by law to calculate the position of the moon before 

carrying out complicated medical procedures, such as surgery or bleeding. 

 

 
 

http://www.bl.uk/learning/images/bodies/large1572.html 

http://www.bl.uk/learning/cult/bodies/kundalini/yoga.html 

 

Bodies of Belief 
Compare and contrast the visual language used to describe the body in Chinese Acupuncture, 

Astrology and Kundalini Yoga. Which illustrations seems to be the most scientifically objective? Are your 

first impressions necessarily true, and whose science is it anyway? What do the symbols mean, and what 

do they tell you about the medical and physical body, spiritual beliefs or society and its culture? 

Think about how you give meaning to a body that you do not (yet) fully understand. How do you 

rationalise why some become ill when others do not? How does the physical body alone account for 

feelings and emotions, and how does even an intimate knowledge of its complex composite parts add up 

to an explanation of the relationship between mind, body and being? 

 

Symbolic Bodies 

Invent your own symbolic images and signs to create an illustrated chart that describes who you are. 

You can focus on a particular physical ability or a uniquene quality; explain the cause and effect of an 

emotional experience or the reason behind a spiritual idea. As you work, think about how someone else 
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may read your chart. Will your friend, an anatomist, a poet or an alien all see and understand the same 

things? Do you intend them to? 

Test the success of your intentions, and the potentially unexpected meanings of your symbols, by 

sharing them with the rest of the group. In comparing your charts do similarities emerge which might 

reflect an accurate medical understanding, a shared ideology or a common culture? 

Activity based on the text available at 

http://www.bl.uk/learning/cult/bodies/activities/bodiesbelief/belief.html  

 

16 Read the text below and answer the following questions: 

1. How does the author define the relation between science and society? 

2. What is the origin of modern science? 

3. What are the benefits of modern society? 

4. In what ways have science and society remained the same? 

5. Was astrology popular in the Middle Ages? 

6. Was St Augustine an adept of astrology? 

7. Did medieval scientists agree on how to establish scientific truth? 

8. Has the system of science changed? 

 
The medieval mentality of modern science 

In many ways, today’s scientists are stuck in the Middle Ages  
by  

Tom Siegfried  

November 21, 2014  

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Bartolomeu_Velho_1568.jpg 

Many medieval scholars accepted Claudius Ptolemy's geocentric model of the universe — shown here 

in a 1568 illustration by Portuguese cartographer Bartolomeu Velho — an idea that persisted into the 17th 

century. But Ptolemy's questioning of whether math is useful for predicting observations or if it inheres 

directly in physical reality is an issue that resonates in today's debate about the quantum wave function. 

Science coexists with society. Science shapes society, informs society, enables society to function in ways 

not possible without an in-depth knowledge of how the natural world works. But you can flip that coin and 

declare, equally accurately, that society shapes science. Science responds to societal needs, reflects societal 

values, conceives of nature within the framework of society’s prevailing worldview. And science thrives 

only in societies where knowledge and reason are not overwhelmed by superstition and prejudice. 
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So modern science, the conventional story says, emerged with the societal Renaissance that ended 

the millennium-long “dark” ages. A rebirth of learning transformed society from medieval to modern, 

enabling the birth of modern science. […] 

Thanks to this synergistic coexistence, modern science and modern society have achieved heights of 

sophistication, complexity and affluence far beyond the dreams of medieval savants. Society enjoys the 

fruits of labor-saving machinery, electronic technological wizardry, health care expertise and agricultural 

and industrial productivity that science has made possible. At the same time societal support has allowed 

modern science to master the microworld of atoms and molecules, the vastness of the cosmos, the secrets 

of stars and planets, the mysteries of the Earth’s environs and its innards, the mechanisms of life and the 

origin of its multiplicity of species — not to mention the architecture of the human body and brain. 

Modern society, and modern science, could not be more different from their medieval predecessors. 

But then again, in some ways both science and society have remained very much the same. Society 

still embraces superstitions and prejudices. Greed, corruption and violence do not seem to be in any 

danger of disappearing. And modern science, for all its progress and achievements, has not resolved 

many of the issues that arose in medieval times. In many, many ways, modern science retains a medieval 

mentality, by which I mean a frame of mind mired in deep physical, philosophical and technical problems 

that impede the path to a profound and indisputable grasp on truth. […] 

Other medieval-modern similarities arise when a science’s implications elicit objections to its validity. 

Despite the popularity of astrology in medieval times, some thinkers objected to it on the grounds that 

celestial control of personal destiny eliminated human choice and free will. Many medieval philosophers 

sided with St. Augustine, who had written that “the choices of the will are not subject to the positions of 

the stars.” Much the same sort of dispute over science occurs today about how findings from 

neuroscience could imply lack of free choice in human behavior. 

Medieval scientists also argued about the proper methods for establishing scientific truth, debating 

the role of observation and reason and the proper use of experiments. Today methodology debates are 

much more sophisticated, but the proper way to design and evaluate experiments — and draw correct 

inferences — remains a source of vigorous discussion among scientists and philosophers alike. 

Now, the point of all this is not that science has made no progress since the days of Averroës or William 

of Ockham. Or to just have fun finding some medieval-modern analogies. Rather the point is that the 

generalized system of science, for seeking truth about the workings of the natural world, is in a sense still 

medieval — that is, a prelude to a deeper understanding that may not come for another millennium. 

Science’s history suggests that some of the grandiose claims of modern science’s success should be 

tempered by an appreciation of how it is likely to be viewed in the future. A few centuries from now, 

today’s grand scientific edifice will no doubt be viewed as something like a medieval cathedral — 

magnificent, to be sure, but nevertheless a product of a backward intellectual age. Some problems that 

perplex scientists today will have been solved; other questions viewed as crucial today will be seen as 

insignificant or improperly posed; topics not yet imagined today will be textbooks trivialities then. But 

even half a millennium from now, it may still well be that the deepest questions about reality and 

existence, mathematics and physics, eternity and ultimate truth, will still be fodder for bloggers whining 

about what science still doesn’t know. 

(https://www.sciencenews.org/blog/context/medieval-mentality-modern-science) 
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[…] 

 

Den Haag, Koninklijke Bibliotheek 

The Hague, KB, 133 A 5 fol. 47v 

Second day 

Filomena, queen of the second day, and Florentines listen to Neifile's tale 

http://manuscripts.kb.nl/zoom/BYVANCKB%3Amimi_133a5%3A047v_min 
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He3 [Gaultieri] then asked her, whether, if he took her to wife, she would study to comply with his 

wishes, and be not wroth, no matter what he might say or do, and be obedient, with not a few other 

questions of a like sort to all which she answered, ay. 

Whereupon Gualtieri took her by the hand, led her forth, and before the eyes of all his company, and 

as many other folk as were there, caused her to strip naked, and let bring the garments that he had had 

fashioned for her, and had her forthwith arrayed therein -- and upon her unkempt head let set a crown; 

and then, while all wondered: -- "Gentlemen," quoth he, "this is she whom I purpose to make my wife, 

so she be minded to have me for husband." 

Then, she standing abashed and astonied, he turned to her, saying: -- "Griselda, wilt thou have me for 

thy husband?" 

To whom: -- "Ay, my lord," answered she. 

"And I will have thee to wife," said he, and married her before them all. And having set her upon a 

palfrey, he brought her home with pomp. 

The wedding was fair and stately, and had he married a daughter of the King of France, the feast could 

not have been more splendid. It seemed as if, with the change of her garb, the bride had acquired a new 

dignity of mind and mien. She was, as we have said, fair of form and feature; and therewithal she was 

now grown so engaging and gracious and debonair, that she shewed no longer as the shepherdess, and 

the daughter of Giannucolo, but as the daughter of some noble lord, insomuch that she caused as many 

as had known her before to marvel. Moreover, she was so obedient and devoted to her husband, that he 

deemed himself the happiest and luckiest man in the world. 

And likewise so gracious and kindly was she to her husband's vassals, that there was none of them but 

loved her more dearly than himself, and was zealous to do her honour, and prayed for her welfare and 

prosperity and aggrandisement, and instead of, as erstwhile, saying that Gualtieri had done foolishly to 

take her to wife, now averred that he had not his like in the world for wisdom and discernment, for that, 

save to him, her noble qualities would ever have remained hidden under her sorry apparel and the garb 

of the peasant girl. And in short she so comported herself as in no long time to bring it to pass that, not 

only in the marquisate, but far and wide besides, her virtues and her admirable conversation were matter 

of common talk, and, if aught had been said to the disadvantage of her husband, when he married her, 

the judgment was now altogether to the contrary effect. 

[…] 

Now what shall we say in this case but that even into the cots of the poor the heavens let fall at times 

spirits divine, as into the palaces of kings souls that are fitter to tend hogs than to exercise lordship over 

men? Who but Griselda had been able, with a countenance not only tearless, but cheerful, to endure the 

hard and unheard-of trials to which Gualtieri subjected her? Who perhaps might have deemed himself 

to have made no bad investment, had he chanced upon one, who, having been turned out of his house 

in her shift, had found means so to dust the pelisse of another as to get herself thereby a fine robe. 

(http://sites.fas.harvard.edu/~chaucer/special/authors/boccaccio/boc10-10.html) 

 

4 Find words and phrases in the text that mean: 

1. Overpowered or overcome 

2. An earnest request or petition. 

3.  to pay attention, to be cautious 

4. Farmer, one whose occupation is husbandry 

5. To pretend, to deceive 

6. To evict 

7. A straight, loose-fitting dress worn with or without a belt. 

8. looking like someone or something else, or pretending to be them 

9. To observe, to obey 

10. Clothes 

                                                 
3 The Marquis of Saluzzo  
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11. Not combed, with a sloppy appearance 

12. Noble and impressive 

13. The act of increasing the wealth or prestige or power or scope of something; 

14. An outward appearance 

15. A state of pain or anguish that tests patience, endurance, or belief 

16.  filled with consternation or dismay 

17. Disconcerted 

18. To make 

19. A small house 

20. the appearance of a person's face : a person's expression 

 

5 Make a list of the words and phrases in the text that describe Griselda. Exchange it with 

your partner and compare.  

 

6 What are the Marquis Gualtieri’s moral features? 

 

7 Do you agree to the writer’s comments at the end of the story? Why (not)? Boccaccio’s 

technique(s) of ending the story is/are: A. rhetorical question(s); B. addressing the reader 

directly; C. summarizing the plot; D. a quote. 

 

ALTERNATIVE WRITING 

A. Watch the video at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ObBreSoNzZY 

What are the main landmarks of the Bolognese civilization as shown in the video? 

 

Write a guidebook entry of Bologna (250-300 words). 

 

B. Watch the video at http://www.casacavassa.it/video.php to see a palace of Saluzzo which 

now hosts a museum. Imagine you are a tour guide and have to deliver a presentation of the 

Saluzzo Palace. 

 

PROJECTWORK 

Gather facts and figures about the oldest/largest/most important university towns in Europe 

and present to the class in a format of your choice. (250-300 words) 
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https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Banquet_Charles_IV.jpg 
Les Grandes Chroniques de France de Charles V. The banquet organised by Charles V of France in 
honour of Emperor Charles IV and his son Wenceslas in 1378 : the participants watch a performance of 
the conquest of Jerusalem by Godefroy de Bouillon 
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The Clerk's Tale, 
 

8 Read the text below. 

 

There is, at the west side of Italy, 

Down at the foot of Vesulus the cold, 

A lusty plain, abundant with food crops, 

Where many a tower and town thou may behold, 

That were founded in time of fathers old, 

And many another delectable sight, 

And Saluces this noble country is called. 

[…] 

  

Explicit prima pars. 

The first part ends. 

Incipit secunda pars. 

The second part begins. 

 […] 

 

Not far from that same noble palace, 

Where this marquis planned his marriage, 

There stood a small village, in a delightful location, 

In which poor folk of that village 

Had their beasts and their dwellings 

And of their labor took their sustenance, 

According to what produce the earth gave them. 

Among these poor folk there dwelt a man 

Who was considered poorest of them all; 

But high God sometimes can send  

His grace into a little ox's stall; 

Janicula men of that village call him. 

A daughter had he, fair enough in appearance, 

And Griselda this young maiden was called. 

But to speak of virtuous beauty, 

Then was she the fairest of all under sun; 

Because she was raised in poverty, 

No sensual desire had run through her heart. 

Much more often of the well than of the wine barrel 

She drank, and because she would satisfy the demands of virtue 

She knew well labor but no idle ease. 

But though this maid was tender of age, 

Yet in the breast of her virginity 

There was enclosed a mature and steadfast spirit; 

And in great reverence and charity 

Her old poor father she cared for. 

A few sheep, while spinning, on field she kept; 

She would not be idle until she slept. 

And when she homeward came, she would bring 

Cabbages or other greens very often, 

Which she shredded and boiled for their sustenance 

And made her bed full hard and not at all soft;  
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And ever she sustained her father's life 

With every obedience and diligence 

That child may do to father's reverence. 

[…] 

Men speak of Job, and mostly for his humility, 

As clerks, when they want, know well how to write, 

Especially of men, but in truth, 

Though clerks praise women but a little, 

There can no man in humility acquit himself 

As woman can, nor can be half so true 

As women are, unless it happened recently. 

[…] 

This story is said not so that wives should 

Follow Griselda in humility, 

For it would be intolerable, though they would (want to), 

But so that every person, in his station in life, 

Should be constant in adversity 

As was Griselda; therefore Petrarch writes  

This story, which with high style he composes. 

For since a woman was so patient 

Unto a mortal man, well more we ought to 

Receive with a good will all that God sends us; 

For it is very reasonable that he test what he made. 

But he tests no man that he redeemed, 

As says Saint James, if you his epistle read; 

He tests folk all the time, it is no doubt, 

 

(https://sites.fas.harvard.edu/~chaucer/teachslf/clkt-par.htm) 

 

9 Explain the highlighted words/phrases. 

 

10 Based on your reading from this module, fill in the chart. 

 Boccaccio Chaucer  

Characters’ names    

Location of events   

Griselda’s description   

Beginning   

End   

Literary form   

Length of the story   

References to the Bible   

References to other authors   

Vocabulary   

Other   

 

11 In one paragraph write your conclusions about the similarities and differences between 

Boccaccio’s and Chaucer’s tales and their intertextuality. 

 

DEBATE 

12 Decide whether to hire Griselda as an executive in a multinational. 
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13 List the words that represent the ordinary people’s diet in the Middle Ages.  

Cabbage, Kale 

Of European ancestry, cabbages were originally headless, and were eaten by the ancient Egyptians, 

Greeks, and Romans. Not until the first century B.C. do we hear of headed cabbages that may have been 

cultivated in northern Europe first. In the Middle Ages the headless kale, or colewort, was a staple food 

of the Scots, while headed cabbage was favored by the Dutch and Germans. Other varieties belonging to 

the cabbage family that were cultivated in medieval Europe, especially in Italy, were cauliflower and 

broccoli. Headed cabbage was usually boiled or made into sauerkraut, as it still is today. The fact that in 

Bavaria cabbage was eaten three to four times a day, as one sixteenth century physician tells us, illustrates 

how important a foodstuff cabbage was for the common people. In the upper-class cookbooks, however, 

cabbage is rarely mentioned. Not only did it lack exclusivity, it was also thought to generate melancholy 

and cause nightmares. Its one redeeming feature was that it was considered an antidote to drunkenness. 

Cabbage juice with honey was recommended for people who had lost their voice, and cabbage leaves 

were used to dress wounds.  

(Melitta Weiss Adamson, Food in Medieval Times, Greenwood Publishing Group, 2004) 

 

 

Chickens being roasted on a spit. Romance of Alexander, Bruges, 1338-44 (The Bodleian Library, 

Oxford, MS 264 fol 170v). 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Meat_on_spit.jpg 

 

14 Fill each blank with only one word. 

 

Food across the social scale 

A nobleman's diet would have …(1) very different from the diets of those …(2) down the social scale. 

Aristocratic estates provided the wealthy …(3) freshly killed meat and river fish, as well …(4) fresh fruit 

and vegetables. Cooked dishes were heavily flavoured with valuable …(5) such as caraway, nutmeg, 

cardamom, ginger and pepper. …(6) commonly used ingredients included cane sugar, almonds, and dried 

fruits …(7) as dates, figs or raisins. The wealthy treasured these goods …(8) were imported from far away 

lands, and were hugely expensive. Indeed, there was an ancient department …(9) the Royal court called 

the 'spicery', which was entirely devoted …(10) spices. Spicy sauces were extremely popular, and entire 

professional careers were dedicated to saucemaking. 

 

Banquets and plain food 

Banqueting tables at grand feasts were decked …(1) spectacular dishes - providing the perfect 

opportunity …(2) the nobleman to show off his wealth. Everyday jellies, pies, fritters and stews …(3) 

accompanied by magnificent animals such as peacocks, seals, porpoises, and …(4) whales. Jellies and 
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custards were dyed with vivid natural …(5) - sandalwood for red, saffron for a fiery yellow, …(6) boiled 

blood for black. But the most visually alluring pieces …(7) the table were special sugar sculptures …(8) as 

sotiltees (or subtleties). These sculptures came in …(9) sorts of curious forms - castles, ships, famous 

philosophers, or scenes …(10) fables. Sotiltees were also known as 'warners,' …(11) they were served at the 

beginning …(12) a banquet to 'warn' (or notify) the guests of the approaching dinner. …(13) today, meals 

were not separated into savoury …(14) courses and sweet desserts. Instead, many dishes were laid …(15) 

together in luxurious chaos. Special courtesy books, which were popular at the time, instructed diners 

not to fart, scratch flea bites, or pick their noses. 

 

(http://www.bl.uk/learning/langlit/texts/cook/medieval/medieval2.html)  

 
15 Derive the following words so as to obtain new words to fill in the blanks: 
LITERAL, TYPE, AGE, SWEET, SAVOUR, VARIOUS, OLD, FILL, SORT, DIGEST. 

 
Puddings (Sweets and Desserts)  
The term "dessert" comes from the Old French desservir, "to clear a table", …(1) "to un-serve", and 

originated during the Middle Ages. It would …(2) consist of dragées and mulled wine accompanied by 

…(3) cheese, and by the Late Middle Ages could also include fresh fruit covered in sugar, honey or syrup 

and boiled-down fruit pastes.  

Sugar, from its first appearance in Europe, was viewed as much as a drug as a …(4); its long-lived 

medieval reputation as an exotic luxury encouraged its appearance in elite contexts accompanying meats 

and other dishes that to modern taste are more naturally …(5).  

There was a wide …(6) of fritters, crêpes with sugar, sweet custards and darioles, almond milk and 

eggs in a pastry shell that could also include fruit and sometimes even bone marrow or fish. 

Marzipan in many forms was well-known in Italy and southern France by the 1340s and is assumed to 

be of Arab origin. 

Anglo-Norman cookbooks are full of recipes for sweet and delicious custards, potages, sauces and 

tarts with strawberries, cherries, apples and plums.  

English chefs also had a penchant for using flower petals such as roses, violets, and …(7) flowers.  

An early form of quiche can be found in Forme of Cury, a 14th century recipe collection, as a Torte de 

Bry with a cheese and egg yolk …(8). 

In northern France, a wide …(9) of waffles and wafers was eaten with cheese and hypocras or a sweet 

malmsey as issue de table ("departure from the table").  

The ever-present candied ginger, coriander, aniseed and other spices were referred to as épices de 

chambre ("parlor spices") and were taken as …(10) at the end of a meal to "close" the stomach. 

(http://www.castlesandmanorhouses.com/life_04_food.htm) 

 

 The disreputable cook from Geoffrey Chaucer's 

Canterbury Tales. Note the long meat hook in his 

left hand, one of the most common cook's tools 

during the Middle Ages; the Ellesmere 

manuscripts, c. 1410. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Medieval_cuisine 
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16 GROUPWORK. Read some of the medieval recipes at  

http://www.telusplanet.net/public/prescotj/data/viandier/viandier1.html. Together with your group 

mates decide on a three-course meal to offer at a party you are going to throw. 

 

17 INTERTEXTUALITY AND INTERDISCIPLINARITY 

Literature and Maths 

 

Word puzzle: give slips of papers with words that students have to put in order so as to make 

lyrics (even from the Canterbury tales) 

 

Read the clerk’s puzzle at: http://www.gutenberg.org/files/27635/27635-h/27635-h.htm 

Solve the puzzle. 

 



 

UNIT 7 – THE REEVE’S TALE  

LESSON 1. JEAN BODEL – GOMBERT AND THE TWO CLERKS (FABLIAU) 

LESSON 2. THE DECAMERON. NINTH DAY, SIXTH STORY  

LESSON 3. THE REEVE’S TALE 

 

1 Below are images of poets and singers of the Middle Ages. What were the names of this 

profession? 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cantigas_de_Santa_Maria#/media/File:CantigasDeSantaMariaPanPipes.jpg 
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cantigas_de_Santa_Maria#/media/File:Vihuela_de_arco_y_vihuela_de_p

%C3%A9%C3%B1ola_en_las_Cantigas.jpg 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Otto_IV,_Margrave_of_Brandenburg-

Stendal#/media/File:Meister_der_Manessischen_Liederhandschrift_004.jpg 
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2 Listen to medieval songs at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7ZbQQaMuatE, 

http://www.geneprovence.com/les-cours-damour-baux/ or http://tutaudio.su/mp3-album-songs-of-

the-troubadours-trouveres-music-and-poetry-from-medieval-france-download-6094294.html.  

 

 

 

The Romance of Alexander; Bodleiana Ms. 264, fol. 21v 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Bodleian_Library,_MS_Bodley_264#/media/File:Bodlei

ana_Ms_264_fol_21v.jpg 

 

3 Read the information below and find out 

1. The name of poets and musicians in the Middle Ages 

2. The language they used to write the lyrics to their songs 

3. The geographical areas where this genre of music flourished 

4. The themes of their poem-songs 

5. The cause of disappearance of the troubadour art 

 

The troubadours and trouvères were medieval poet-musicians who created one of the first repertories 

of vernacular song to be written down. Their legacy is vast, existing today in many dozens of late medieval 

manuscripts that contain thousands of poems and hundreds of melodies largely attributed to individual 

troubadours and trouvères. The study of this repertory is often divided along geographic and linguistic 

lines. The troubadours, considered the earliest vernacular song composers, resided in the south of what 

is largely now France, spoke the regional vernacular now known as “Occitan,” and chiefly wrote their 

texts in the Old Provençal dialect. The trouvères lived in the north of France, writing poetry in Old 

French. Although the repertories of the troubadours and trouvères appear to have much in common, i.e., 

themes of love and betrayal, similar poetic genres and even melodies, the songs reflect the considerable 

differences in politics, religion, and social history between the two contiguous regions. The historical era 

of the troubadours and trouvères is fairly well defined. Guilhem (b. 1071–d. 1126), seventh count of Poitou 

and ninth duke of Aquitaine, emerged as the first troubadour. By mid-12th century, troubadour ideals 

had spread north, spawning the trouvère movement. The troubadour art had reached its high point by 

the end of the 12th century and suffered a near-fatal blow with the destruction of many Occitan courts, 

sources of troubadour patronage, during the Albigensian Crusade (c. 1209–1229). At that time many 

troubadours left to find havens at courts in Italy, Spain, and as far east as Hungary. Meanwhile the 

trouvères experienced great social change as feudalism waned in the 13th century and gradually more 
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trouvères began leaving the aristocratic courts and estates to work in burgeoning urban centers such as 

Arras. By the 14th century, as the viable tradition of both the troubadours and the trouvères withered, 

societies and academies were established to preserve and promote the art. The tradition of published 

scholarship on the troubadours and trouvères dates back to the 14th century, at least to Dante’s De 

Eloquentia. Into the 19th century it was largely focused on finding and cataloguing the manuscript 

sources. Barring unexpected discoveries, the repertory is well established now and scholarship has turned 

toward evaluating the repertory within its known parameters. Today cogent research on the troubadours 

and trouvères requires an interdisciplinary approach. Among the philologists, musicologists, 

paleographers, and historians who are devoted to this repertory, a high degree of specialization and 

cross-disciplinary cooperation is required. 

(http://www.oxfordbibliographies.com/view/document/obo-9780195396584/obo-9780195396584-

0148.xml) 

 

4 Jean Bodel, the author of the fabliau that is said to have inspired the Reeve’s Tale, was a 

troubadour. Now read his story and do the tasks that follow it. 

 

Jean Bodel (French fabliau, 1190-1194) 
Gombert and the Two Clerks 

 
This next fabliau tells  
About two clerks who were returning from 
school;  
They had spent all their money 
More on foolishness than on wisdom. 
They sought lodging at the house of a peasant, 
By whose wife, Dame Guile, 
One of the clerks, as soon as he came there 
Was so overcome that he fell in love. 
But he could not help it, 
For the lady was beautiful and attractive; 
Her eyes were gray as glass. 
All day the clerk stared at her 
So hard he barely blinked his eyes 
And the other clerk loved the daughter  

And continually had his eyes on her.  

He chose much the better, 
 

For the daughter was elegant and lovely,  

And I say that the love of a girl,  

When a courtly heart is set on it,  

Compared to all others is as much more noble  

As is the hawk to the tercel falcon.  

A tiny infant in a cradle  

The good wife was feeding by the hearth. […] 

The husband, who did not know what was going 

on,  

And who thought all was well,  

Had their bed placed next to his own;  

He put them to bed and covered them up.  

Then Sir Gombert went to bed,  

After he had warmed himself at the straw  

And his daughter slept all alone.  

 
 

When the people have fallen asleep, one of the clerks goes to the daughter’s bed and gives her the ring 

he had stolen from the cooking pan in exchange for her favours. The other one moves the cradle by the side 

of his bed to mislead Sir Gombert who, returning to the room (after a call of nature), goes to the clerks’ bed, 

and finding it empty thinks his wife must have gone outside. The second clerk sneaks into Sir Gombert’s 

bed and fornicates with his wife. When at dawn the first clerk who had been with the daughter returns to 

his bed he starts to confess to who he thought to be the second clerk but was in fact Sir Gombert. 

 
"Ah! Let him be with those in hell!"  

He said, "With the hundreds and the thousands!" 

With that he grabbed him by the flank  

And hit him in the eye with his fist,  

And he gave him such a blow  

That both his eyes saw stars.  

They were so intent upon thrashing  

One another that I would say  

That one could have put them in a barrel 

And carried them through the village.  

"Sir Gombert," said Dame Guile,  

"Get up quickly, for I believe  

Our clerks are fighting each other;  

I don't know what they have to fight about." 

"Lady, I will go separate them."  
Then the clerk went in from the side;  
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He almost came there too late,  

For his companion had been thrown down  

Just as he came rushing there.  

Dan Gombert had the worst of it,  
For both of them set upon him;  
The one stomped him and the other punched 
him.  
They so kicked him from one to the other  
That, so it seems to me,  
His back was as soft as his belly. 
 

And when they had done this, 
The two of them fled away, 
Leaving the door wide open.  

 

This tale shows us by its example  
That a man who has a pretty wife 
Should never allow, despite his prayers,  
A clerk to sleep in his house,  
For he will do this same thing.  
The more one trusts them, the more one loses. 

Source: http://sites.fas.harvard.edu/~chaucer/special/litsubs/fabliaux/gombert.html 
 

5 Match the words from the text (column A) with their definitions (column B): 

          A                                         B 

1. Clerk a) Skillful deceit 

2. lodging b) To close and open one eye rapidly 

3. Guile c) Any of various birds of prey, especially of the genera Accipiter and 

Buteo in the family Accipitridae, characteristically having a short hooked 

bill and strong claws used for seizing. 

4. Stare d) The section of flesh on the body of a person or an animal between 

the last rib and the hip; the side. 

5. blink e) To strike violently, batter 

6. Hawk f) Scholar; a person who works in an office 

7. falcon g) To tread or trample heavily or violently on: 

8. Flank  h) Any of various birds of prey of the family Falconidae and 

especially of the genus Falco, having a short, curved beak and long, 

pointed, powerful wings adapted for swift flight. 

9. thrash i) accommodation 

10. stomp j) To look directly, fixedly or vacantly 

 

6 “Guile” means “trick or stratagem.” Who does Dame Guile trick?  

 

7 Choose A, B, C or D. 

The lesson taught by this fabliau is 

A. that two clerks can beat up a peasant 

B. no one should give lodging to clerks if he has a beautiful wife 

C. what the clerks did was moral 

D. one should never trust women. 
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8 Use one word to fill in each of the blanks below: 

 

Didactic literature 

 

"[The] didactic tradition . . . is an ancient and respected (1) ______, starting, we must assume, well before 

the advent (2) _______ writing. Long before the first Aesopic fables (3) _______ written down, tales were 

told and proverbs were prescribed (4) ______ community elders, parents, and others (5) _______ had 

reason to instruct or advise. One of the age-old functions of (6) ______ folklore is education, and 

performers who (7) _______ amuse us are just as often eager to teach us (8) _______ well. On the other 

hand, there (9) _______ those who would argue that 'literature'—true art—is never utilitarian, (10) 

________ purposeful, that writing intended to advise or persuade (11) ______ communication or rhetoric 

but not literature. 

 

"Still, the line is a fine one, and the distinction is a matter of convention. Ancient myths, (12) _______ as 

the story of Oedipus or the story of Noah (13) ________ the ark or the many Native American stories of 

Coyote and (14) ________ establishment of human practices—[…]—involve an obvious aesthetic 

dimension; (15) _________ are moving or entertaining as well as instructive. The didactic tradition (16) 

________ had to present itself in a palatable (17) ______ and remain consistently appealing to its 

audience; (18) _______, the didactic tendency would have died out long ago." 

(Sandra K. Dolby, Self-Help Books: Why Americans Keep Reading Them. University of Illinois Press, 2005) 

http://grammar.about.com/od/d/g/didacticterm.htm  

 

 

Giovanni Boccaccio (1313-1375) 
The Decameron, Ninth Day, Sixth Tale 

 
The Beds Confused (Analogue of Chaucer's Reeve's Tale) 

The story of Niccolosa told by Pamfilo 
 […] 

In the plain of Mugnone there was not long ago a good man that furnished travellers with meat and 

drink for money, and, for that he was in poor circumstances, and had but a little house, gave not lodging 

to every comer, but only to a few that he knew, and if they were hard bested. Now the good man had to 

wife a very fine woman, and by her had two children, to wit, a pretty and winsome girl of some fifteen or 

sixteen summers, as yet unmarried, and a little boy, not yet one year old, whom the mother suckled at 

her own breast. The girl had found favour in the eyes of a goodly and mannerly young gentleman of our 

city, who was not seldom in those parts, and loved her to the point of passion. And she, being mightily 

flattered to be loved by such a gallant, studied how to comport herself so debonairly as to retain his 

regard, and while she did so, grew likewise enamoured of him; and divers times, by consent of both their 

love had had its fruition, but that Pinuccio -- such was the gallant's name -- shrank from the disgrace 

that it would bring upon the girl and himself alike. But, as his passion daily waxed apace, Pinuccio, 

yearning to find himself abed with her, bethought him that he were best contrive to lodge with her father, 

deeming, from what he knew of her father's economy, that, if he did so, he might effect his purpose, and 

never a soul be the wiser: which idea no sooner struck him, than he set about carrying it into effect.  

So, late one evening Pinuccio and a trusty comrade, Adriano by name, to whom he had confided his 

love, hired two nags, and having set upon them two valises, filled with straw or such-like stuff, sallied 

forth of Florence, and rode by a circuitous route to the plain of Mugnone, which they reached after 

nightfall; and having fetched a compass, so that it might seem as if they were coming from Romagna, 

they rode up to the good man's house, and knocked at the door. […] 
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Photo taken by the author - 2016 

 

The host had the least discomfortable of the three beds made up for the two friends; and having 

quartered them there, some little while afterwards, both being awake, but feigning to be asleep, he 

caused his daughter to get into one of the other two beds, while he and his wife took their places in the 

third, the good woman setting the cradle, in which was her little boy, beside the bed. Such, then, being 

the partition made of the beds, Pinuccio, who had taken exact note thereof, waited only until he deemed 

all but himself to be asleep, and then got softly up and stole to the bed in which lay his beloved, and laid 

himself beside her; […] 

Pinuccio being thus with the girl, it chanced that certain things, being overset by a cat, fell with a 

noise that aroused the good woman, who, fearing that it might be a matter of more consequence, got up 

as best she might in the dark, and betook her to the place whence the noise seemed to proceed. At the 

same time Adriano, not by reason of the noise, which he heeded not, but perchance to answer the call of 

nature, also got up, and questing about for a convenient place, came upon the cradle beside the good 

woman's bed; and not being able otherwise to go by, took it up, and set it beside his own bed, and when 

he had accomplished his purpose, went back, and giving never a thought to the cradle got him to bed. 

The good woman searched until she found that the accident was no such matter as she had supposed; so 

without troubling to strike a light to investigate it further, she reproved the cat, and returned to the 

room, and groped her way straight to the bed in which her husband lay asleep; but not finding the cradle 

there, quoth she to herself: -- "Alas! blunderer that I am, what was I about? God's faith! I was going 
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straight to the guests' bed"; and proceeding a little further, she found the cradle, and laid herself down 

by Adriano in the bed that was beside it, taking Adriano for her husband; and Adriano, who was still 

awake, received her with all due benignity, […]. 

 

 

Photo taken by the author – 2016 

 

Pinuccio then goes to lie in the bed where the husband was sleeping and where he thought Adriano was 

lying and confesses his romantic feats. The husband realizes what had happened and he and Pinnucio bandy 

words which the wife hears. She moves the cradle to Niccolosa’s bed and lies next to her. She tells her 

husband that Pinuccio could not have been in bed with Niccolosa since she, the wife, had been there all the 

time. Pinuccio can only be blamed for sleepwalking.  

(http://sites.fas.harvard.edu/~chaucer/special/authors/boccaccio/boc-9-6.html) 

 

9 Find in the text above words that mean:  

1. To get the better of; defeat; beat 

2. To a great extent; very much 

3. To continue to hold or have his attention/respect 

4. To refrain from doing something 

5. To increase at a rapid pace / swiftly 

6. To have a strong, often sad longing 

7. To plan with cleverness or ingenuity; to devise 

8. To consider 

9. To tell something in confidence 

10. An old or worn-out horse  

11. To set out on a trip 

12. To pretend 

13. From where 

14. To search blindly or uncertainly 

15. A clumsy person 
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10 Underline the words that describe the characters in Pamfilo’s story. Then tell the class 

about their physical and moral features.  

 

No sooner … than …  

HARDLY / SCARCELY / BARELY ... WHEN  

NO SOONER ... THAN 

When a story is told in the past tense, the adverbials hardly, scarcely, barely and no sooner are often 

used to emphasise that one event quickly followed another. The verb describing the earlier event is 

usually in the past perfect tense. If hardly, scarcely, barely and no sooner are in the initial position, 

the subject and auxiliary are inverted: 

Hardly had I arrived home when my phone rang. (I had hardly arrived home when my phone rang.) 

Scarcely had she finished reading when she fell asleep. (She had scarcely finished reading when she 

fell asleep.) 

Barely had they won the match when the coach had a heart attack. (They had barely won the match 

when the coach had a heart attack.) 

No sooner had the company launched its new product than it went bankrupt. (The company had no 

sooner launched its new product than it went bankrupt.) 
(http://www.grammaring.com/hardly-scarcely-barely-no-sooner) 

 

11 Change the sentences so that they use inversion. For example:  

We had hardly arrived when Julie burst into the house.  

→ Hardly had we arrived when Julie burst into the house.  

  

1. John had never been to such a fantastic restaurant. 

________________________________________________________________________  

2. I in no way want to be associated with this project. 

________________________________________________________________________ 

3. They had no sooner eaten dinner than the ceiling crashed onto the dining table.  

________________________________________________________________________  

4. I had scarcely finished writing my essay when the examiner announced the end  

of the exam. 

________________________________________________________________________  

5. I seldom leave my house so early.  

________________________________________________________________________  

6. People rarely appreciate this musician’s talent.  

________________________________________________________________________  

7. We would understand what had happened that night only later.  

________________________________________________________________________  

8. They had met such rude people nowhere before. 

________________________________________________________________________  

9. He understood little about the situation. 

________________________________________________________________________  

10. The children should on no account go on their own. 

________________________________________________________________________   

  

(http://www.perfect-english-grammar.com/support-files/inversion-exercise-1.pdf) 

 

12 Projectwork 

Retell the cradle-trick story in your own way (you can either do it in a video, choose to act it 

out, draft a presentation etc.). 
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13 Discuss the image below together with your partner. Where could it have been taken? What 

are the oldest two universities in the UK? 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/University_of_Cambridge#/media/File:Kings_Chapel_from_Trinity_Lane

_in_snow.JPG 
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Email to Oxford students: 

“Because of the hazard to plants and to windows, no games of any kind, apart from croquet, even 

informal throwing of a projectile, may be played in any of the quadrangles. The permitted times are: (a) 

Sitting and Strolling: noon to dusk; (b) croquet: 4.pm to dusk (Monday to Friday); noon to dusk (Saturday 

and Sunday). 

Please also note that “strolling” is quite different from using the lawn as a short-cut. Strolling does 

little damage to the grass because there is no regular pattern of use; using the lawn as a short-cut quickly 

wears a groove of bare earth in the lawn which is both unsightly and damaging for croquet use. Please 

do not use the lawn as a short-cut.” (https://www.buzzfeed.com/sirajdatoo/funniest-things-overheard-

at-oxford-university?utm_term=.hnYDQQO07w#.lsG0wwMZky) 
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14 Use https://bubbl.us/ to brainstorm words/phrases synonymous or related to “joke”. 
 

The Reeve's Tale4 
 

Near Cambridge there's a brook, at Trumpington, 

And there's a bridge that stands above the run, 

And by that brook there stands a water mill. 

Now it's the truth I'd tell you and I will. 

A miller there had dwelt for many a day;  

As proud as any peacock, he could play 

The pipes, knew how to fish, mend nets to boot, 

Turned many a cup, could wrestle well and shoot. 

A long knife by his belt was always seen, 

Also a sword, no other blade as keen;  

His pouch contained a dagger. He was such 

That none, for fear of death, would dare to touch 

Him. He'd a Sheffield knife inside his hose. 

Round was his face, and snub-like was his nose, 

His head as bald as any ape's. He fully  

Was a swaggerer, a market-bully, 

And on him none a finger dared to lay 

Or one would pay, he promised, right away. 

 

He also was a thief of corn and meal, 

A sly one, too, his habit was to steal.  

Now he was known by name as Haughty 

Simkin.[…] 

This miller made great profit without doubt 

From tolls on wheat and malt from all about-- 

Especially the wheat and malt they'd haul 

From that great Cambridge college Solar Hall;[…]  

Two students, young and poor, were at the time 

Residing in this hall of which I spoke. 

Headstrong and lusty, both were playful folk, 

And simply for their mirth and jollity  

They pleaded that the warden let them be 

The next to have a turn at going round 

To take corn to the mill and have it ground; 

Each hardily proposed to risk his neck 

To see the man did not steal half a peck […]    

 

When John and Alan arrive, they announce that they will watch the milling. The miller, sensing that the 

students want to prevent him from stealing, untethers the students' horse. When John and Alan find the 

horse missing, they chase it until dark before catching it. Meanwhile, the miller empties half the flour from 

the sack and refills it with bran. 

Because it is now dark, the boys ask the miller to put them up for the night. The miller, who has a wife, 

a twenty-year old daughter, and an infant son, agrees. Because the house is small, they all sleep in the same 

room but in separate beds: John and Alan in one bed, the Miller and his wife in another with the cradle 

beside, and the daughter in the third. 

While the miller and his family sleep, John and Alan think of ways to get revenge. Suddenly, Alan announces 

that he is going to have that "wench there," referring to the daughter. John, however, stays in bed lamenting his 

condition; resolved finally to not spend the night alone, he gets up and quietly moves the baby and cradle next to 

his bed. About this time, the miller's wife gets up to relieve herself; returning to her bed, she feels for the baby's 

cradle, which is now beside John's bed. Thinking this her bed, she climbs in beside John. At dawn, Alan says goodbye 

to the daughter, who tells him where to find his stolen flour. When Alan goes to wake John, he discovers the cradle 

and, assuming that he has the wrong bed, hops into the miller's bed. There, he tells John how he had the daughter 

three times during the night. The miller rises from his bed in a fury. The miller's wife, thinking that the swearing is 

coming from one of the students, grabs a club and, mistaking her husband for one of the clerks, strikes him down. 

Alan and John gather their ground wheat and flour and flee the premises. (Source: https:// 

www.cliffsnotes.com/literature/c/the-canterbury-tales/summary-and-analysis/the-reeves-prologue-and-tale) 

         

And so the haughty miller took a beating, 

And lost the grinding fee for all his cheating; 

He bought and paid for all they had to sup, 

Both John and Alan, those who beat him up;[…] 

This proverb's truly said and understood: 

 

"Who evil does should not expect some good";  

One who beguiles, beguiled himself shall be. 

And God, who sits above in majesty, 

Save all this group, both high and low, for glory! 

I've thus repaid the Miller with my story. 

 

(https://sites.fas.harvard.edu/~chaucer/teachslf/rvt-par.htm) 

                                                 
4 Reeve - A bailiff or steward of a manor in the later medieval period. 
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15 Fill in the chart below with words from the text above. 

Definition Word from the text 

1. A natural freshwater stream smaller than a rive  

2. A small bag often closing with a drawstring and used 

especially for carrying loose items in one's pocket 

 

3. stockings, socks, and tights collectively  

4. (of the nose) short and turned up at the tip  

5. a coarse, unsifted powder ground from the edible seeds of 

any grain 

 

6. Scornfully and condescendingly proud  

7. Charges for services  

8. self-willed; obstinate  

9. laughter, gaiety, or merriment  

10. One of the governing officials of certain colleges, schools, 

guilds, or hospitals; a trustee. 

 

 

16 What do the following phrases mean? Choose a or b. 

1. a bridge that stands above the run 

a. a bridge that is built above the course of a stream 

b. a bridge that stands above running water 

 

2. He fully/ Was a swaggerer 

a. He was full of swag 

b. He was entirely arrogant 

 

3. Especially the wheat and malt they'd haul 

a. In particular the wheat and malt they had pulled 

b. In particular the wheat and malt they would transport 

 

4. They pleaded that the warden let them be / The next to have a turn at 

a. They begged that the principal let them be the next in line… 

b. They advocated that the gatekeeper let them be the next to turn… 

 

17 As proud as a peacock… (COMPARATIVE METAPHORS) 

Complete the following comparative metaphors. 

 

1. as free as a … 

2. as fresh as a … 

3. as good as … 

4. as happy as a … in a doghouse 

5. as hard as … 

6. as keen as … 

7. straight as an … 

8. as slippery as an … 

 

 

 

flea   eel   gold   daisy   arrow   bird  nails  

mustard 

 

18 Now insert these phrases into the sentences below: 

1. My dad's very happy - he's … since he retired. 

2. We should ask Emily to join the team.  She's … . 

3. You can leave the keys with Andy.  He's … . 

4. I always feel … after a shower. 

5. Since she moved to a smaller apartment, my mother is … ! 
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6. Your children are always … when I look after them. 

7. The man was … .  He was arrested for theft several times but was never convicted. 

8. Don't expect any sympathy from him.  He's … . 

(http://www.learn-english-today.com/idioms/idiom-categories/comparisons/comparisons-sim2-

free-qui.html) 

 

19 A long knife by his belt was always seen… (PASSIVE VOICE) 

a) Contrast the sentence above with: 

People saw a long knife by his belt. (Active voice) 

b) What is emphasized in the first sentence? What about the second sentence? 

 

We generally use the active voice – in this case a subject does an action to an object. When we want 

to emphasise the action (the verb) and the object of a sentence we shift to the passive voice. In this case, 

the subject is unimportant, obvious or unknown.  

e.g.  My wallet has been stolen. (we do not know who has stolen it) 

 The thief was apprehended. (the police is the obvious agent) 

 

Rewrite the sentences in the passive, making the words in italics the subject of the sentence 

or clause in which they appear. 

 

1. They gave the oldest councilor the freedom of the city.  

2. They denied access to the secret documents to all but a few.  

3. Someone showed the child how to use the telephone.  

4. They declared him persona non grata and allowed him only forty-eight hours to leave the  

country.  

5. They gave him artificial respiration.  

6. Why didn't they offer him the job?  

7. Didn't they promise you a rise in salary at the beginning of the year?  

8. Someone left him a legacy of 10.000.  

9. When he looked at the stamps, he found they had sold him forgeries.  

(https://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:MoyjHDvzTwMJ:https://pepearca.files.wor

dpress.com/2013/03/the-passive-voice-theory-and-practice-upper-intermediate-

andadvanced.doc+&cd=4&hl=ro&ct=clnk&gl=ro) 

 

20 Chaucer ends his tales with a proverb and a reference to God. Why? 

 

21 How do you interpret the last line of the story? 

 

22 Fill each proverb with one word from the box.  

 

1. A bad workman blames his … 

2. A bird in the hand is … two in the bush  

3. A drowning man will … at a straw  

4. A fool and his … are soon parted  

5. Least said, … mended  

6. A … is as good as a mile  

7. Let not the pot … the kettle black  

8. A small … can sink a great ship  

9. A … in time saves nine  

10. Absence makes the heart … fonder  

11. Eavesdroppers hear … good of themselves  
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12. Great oaks … little acorns grow  

13. Another man's grass is … greener  

14. Any time … no time  

15. As you make your bed, so … you lie on it  

16. Beauty is in the eye of the … 

17. The Devil finds work for … hands  

18. Birds of a … flock together 

19. Charity begins at … 

20. Imitation is the … form of flattery 

 

beholder   sincerest    always    feather    

tools    home    no    never  clutch   money    

means  idle    stone   leak   stitch    grow    

miss    that   worth    soonest   call   from   

must 

 

23 It’s your turn 

Tell a joke related to university/school life in Britain. 

 

24 Compare the three stories. Think about: 

1. Who has the idea of the deceit? 

2. How is the deceit carried out? 

3. How is the deceit justified? 

4. How is the situation saved/solved, if the case may be? 

5. How are the characters depicted? 

6. Do the characters’ names say something about the characters? 

7. Where and when do the events take place? 

8. What is the social status of the characters? 

9. How rich is the vocabulary used, how long is the story, is it poetry or prose? 

10. How can the differences between the three stories be accounted for?  

 



 

UNIT 8 - THE NUN’S PRIEST’S TALE  

LESSON 1. MARIE DE FRANCE – THE COCK AND THE FOX  

LESSON 2. LE ROMAN DE RENART  

LESSON 3. THE NUN’S PRIEST’S TALE 

 

1 Match the images below with the following: 

1. Rooster of Barcelos - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rooster_of_Barcelos 

2. The Gallic rooster on a plate from the French Revolution of 1789 -  

https://fr.vikidia.org/wiki/Coq_gaulois 

3. Horezu Rooster on a traditional plate - Photo taken by the author - 2012 
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2 Groupwork: Find information online about one of these images and exchange it with your 

partner.  

 

3 What does the rooster symbolize in various cultures? 

 

4 Look at the image below, read the following information about an end of the thirteenth 

century manuscript and answer the following questions: 

 

1. What is the title of the book? 

2. What kind of book is it? 

3. Where was the book produced? 

4. Was it written on paper? 

5. Why wasn’t it written in the language of the country of origin? 

6. Was it handwritten or printed? 

7. Does this book contain only text? 

8. What is the meaning of the word ‘hours’? 

 

 

 

Source 

Walters Ms. W.102, Book of hours 
http://www.thedigitalwalters.org/Data/WaltersManuscripts/html/W102/description.html accessed 14 

July 2017 

 

(end of the thirteenth century) 

The imagery is inventive, and the Hours of Christ Crucified are graced with images depicting the 

funeral of Reynard the Fox in its margins.  

Date 

Ca. 1300 CE 

Origin 

England 

Form 

Book 

Genre 

Devotional 

Language: 

The primary language in this manuscript is Latin. The secondary language of this manuscript is 

French, Old (842-ca.1400). 

Support material 

Parchment 

Medium-weight parchment 

Contents: 

fols. 2r - 105v: 

1. Title: Book of hours 

2. Contents: The original sequence of the parts of this manuscript cannot be reconstructed with 

certainty. The Abbreviated Hours were followed by the Hours of the Holy Spirit, the Seven Penitential 

Psalms, the litany and collects, the Fifteen Gradual Psalms, the Office of the Dead, and the Hours of Jesus 

Crucified. Whether the Prayers to the Crucified Christ, which were followed by the lections in the life of 

St. Catharine, came before or after this sequence is an unanswered question. 

3. Hand note: Written in Gothic bookhand (textura semi-quadrata) 
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4. Decoration note: One half-page line drawing; thirty-two historiated initials; minor decorated 

initials; line fillers; marginalia 

 

 

 

5 Read the information below on Marie de France 

Source http://www.gutenberg.org/files/11417/11417-h/11417-h.htm 

From the Introduction to FRENCH MEDIAEVAL ROMANCES 
From the Lays of Marie de France 
Translated by Eugene Mason 1911 
 

The place and date of birth of Marie de France are unknown—indeed the very century in which she 

lived has been a matter of dispute. Her poems are written in the French of northern France; but that does 

not prove her necessarily to be a Frenchwoman. French was the tongue of the English Court, and many 

Englishmen have written in the same language. Indeed, it is a very excellent vehicle for expression. 

Occasionally, Marie would insert English words in her French text, the better to convey her meaning; 

but it does not follow therefrom that the romances were composed in England. It seems strange that so 

few positive indications of her race and home are given in her poems—nothing is contained beyond her 

Christian name and the bare statement that she was of France. She took great pride in her work, which 

she wrought to the best of her ability, and was extremely jealous of that bubble-reputation. Yet whilst 

this work was an excellent piece of self-portraiture, it reveals not one single fact or date on which to go. 

A consensus of critical opinion presumes that Marie was a subject of the English Crown, born in an 

ancient town called Pitre, some three miles above Rouen, in the Duchy of Normandy. This speculation 

is based largely on the unwonted topographical accuracy of her description of Pitre, given in "The Lay of 

the Two Lovers." Such evidence, perhaps, is insufficient to obtain a judgment in a Court of Law. The date 

when Marie lived was long a matter of dispute. The Prologue to her "Lays" contains a dedication to some 

unnamed King; whilst her "Fables" is dedicated to a certain Count William. These facts prove her to have 

been a person of position and repute.  
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6 Now choose Right, Wrong or Doesn’t Say for the following statements. 

1. Marie de France was born in Pitre. 

2. Marie de France was a penname. 

3. There is enough evidence in her writings that she she held and influential position during her life. 

4. The « Lay of the Two Lovers » depicts the ancient town of Pitre, close to Rouen. 

5. Her nationality was English.  

6. She wrote her literary work in Latin. 

7. The critics’ opinions postulate that Marie’s sovereign was the English King. 

8. « Count William » is a direct reference to William I the Conqueror. 

9. Her romances were composed in England. 

10. The « Lays » is preceded by a Prologue. 

 

 

After having written the “Lays” (whose approximate date as suggested by Gaston Paris is 1175) she 

translated Aesop’s “Fables” presumably around the 1190s of which one is reproduced below. 

 

Marie de France, Fables (c. 1190) 
THE COCK AND THE FOX 

 

A Cock our story tells of, who 

High on a dunghill stood and crew. 

A Fox, attracted, straight drew nigh, 

And spake soft words of flattery. 

'Dear Sir!' said he, 'Your look's divine; 

I never saw a bird so fine! 

I never heard a voice so clear 

Except your father's -- ah! poor dear! 

His voice rang clearly, loudly – but 

Most clearly, when his eyes were shut!' 

'The same with me!' the Cock replies,  

And flaps his wings, and shuts his eyes. 

Each note rings clearer than the last 

The Fox starts up, and holds him fast; 

Towards the wood he hies apace. 

But as he crossed an open space, 

The shepherds spy him; off they fly; 

The dogs give chase with hue and cry. 

The Fox still holds the Cock, though fear 

Suggests his case is growing queer. – 

 

'Tush!' cries the Cock, 'cry out, to grieve 'em, 

"The cock is mine! I'll never leave him!"' 

The Fox attempts, in scorn, to shout, 

And opes his mouth; the Cock slips out, 

And, in a trice, has gained a tree. 

Too late the Fox begins to see 

How well the Cock his game has play'd; 

For once his tricks have been repaid. 

In angry language, uncontrolled, 

He 'gins to curse the mouth that's bold 

To speak, when it should silent be. 

'Well,' says the Cock, 'the same with me; 

I curse the eyes that go to sleep 

Just when they ought sharp watch to keep 

Lest evil to their lord befall.' 

Thus fools contraiously do all: 

They chatter when they should be dumb, 

And when they ought to speak are mum. 

 

This translation of Marie's fable, by W.W. Skeat, was printed in The Academy, July 23, 1887 (p. 56) 
and reprinted in Vol III, pp. 434-35, of his edition of Chaucer. 

(http://sites.fas.harvard.edu/~chaucer/canttales/nunspri/mari-fox.html) 

 

7 List archaic terms or forms or words from the text above. Explain them pointing out their 

origin. 

 

8 Find another proverb related to the moral of this fable (silence). 
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LE ROMAN DE RENART 

 

9 Look at the images below. What seems to be the story of Chanticleer in Le Roman de Renart? 

 

 

  

(http://classes.bnf.fr/renart/livre/index.htm Roman de Renart, BNF, Paris; Ms fr.12584) 

 

 

 

10 Read the story and answer the following questions: 

1. What is the relationship between Renart and Chanticleer? Why would the author create a 

relationship between a fox and a cock? 

2. How does Renart trick Chanticleer? 

3. Who helps Chanticleer? 

4. How does Chanticleer trick Renart? 

5. What is the role of pride in the story? 
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Roman de Renart (French "beast epic"; 13th Cent.) 
How Reynard Captured Chanticleer (Summarized) 

  

Reynard comes to a farm house with many cocks and many hens; Constant Desnoes, a rich peasant, 

owns them all. His house is well stocked with all kinds of food, and he has many fruit trees. 

His yard is well-fenced with oak sticks and thorn bushes, and in it are his hens. The fox tries to get in 

it, but the thorns stop him. So he sits on the path, thinking that he will not jump on the hens, or he will 

frighten them. 

He finds a broken pail, and he hides there where cabbages have been planted. He climbs up and falls 

inside in a heap, which makes the hens fly away. 

Chanticleer the cock comes in from the wood and asks why his hens fly away. Pinte, the best egg layer, 

says "We are afraid of a savage beast that might hurt us. I saw him, and I saw the cabbage leaf where he 

hid tremble." 

"Hold your tongue, silly," says the Cock; "our fencing is not so old that a martin or fox can get in." But 

still the Cock does not feel comfortable; he keeps one eye open, and one leg straight, and he props himself 

against a roof where he liked to crow, and he fell asleep. 

Then he dreams (don't think I lie about the dream; this is the truth; you can find it in the history) that he 

sees a thing in the yard with a red-furred cloak, with a collar of bones, which he forces on the Cock's back. 

Chanticleer is greatly troubled about his dream and the cloak and the collar. He wakes with fright and 

says "Holy Ghost protect me!" 

Then he runs off to his hens under the hedge; he calls Pinte aside and tells her is frightened of being 

carried off by a bird or a beast. 

She comforts him and says "Avoy, dear sweet sir, you should not say that! You are like the dog that 

howls before the stone hits it. What is the matter?" 

"Why," says the Cock, "I have had a dream and seen a vision that has turned me pale. I have seen a 

strange beast in a red-furred cloak with a collar of bones, and the hair turned inside out, into which I got 

for a little while. Then I awoke, trembling. What can it mean?" 

Pinte answers, "The thing you saw with the red fur is the Fox. The collar of bones is his teeth, with 

which he will put you inside. This is the throat of the beast, with which he will squeeze your head. The 

fox will catch you by the neck; that is what your dream means. And it will all happen before noon. The 

fox is hidden in the hedges ready to deceive you." 

The Cock says, "Pinte, this is foolish! This is all nonsense. I do not believe that any harm will come 

from this dream." 

He goes back into the yard and begins to close his eyes, not fearing the Fox of which he dreamed, and 

he drops off to sleep. 

The Fox makes ready for him and creeps up and hopes to snatch him away. The fox springs, but the 

Cock springs too, and the Fox misses him. 

Then the Fox thinks how he might deceive the Cock. "Chanticleer," he says, "don't fly away; I am 

your cousin!" 

Chanticleer sings with joy at his escape, but the Fox says. "Don't you remember your good father Chantieclin? 

No cock can crow like him. He shut both his eyes and crowed to that you heard him a league away." 

Said Chanticleer, "Cousin Reynard, you want to trick me." 

"Certainly not," said Reynard. "Just shut your eyes and sing. We are one flesh and blood. I would 

sooner lose a foot than hurt you, who are so closely related to me." 

The Cock tells the Fox to draw off a little and he will sing. Then the Cock begins to sing, with one eye 

open and one shut. 

Then said Reynard, "Oh, that is nothing compared to Chanteclin; he sang with both eyes shut, and 

one could hear him well beyond the hedge." 

Chanticleer thought that he spoke the truth, and he shuts both eyes and sings, and the Fox seizes him 

by the neck and runs off. 
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Pinte saw Reynard carrying him off, and said "Lord, I told you the truth and you thought me a fool! 

Your pride has betrayed you. Reynard has carried you away. Alas! Would I were dead! I have lost my lord! 

I have lost my love!" 

The good woman of the house opened the door of the yard and called her hens -- Pinte, Bisse, and 

Rousete. But none came. She calls her cock and sees the Fox carrying him off. 

She tries to catch him and shouts "Harou!" and tells the workers nearby. Constant, the farmer, shouts 

"You dirty old whore, why didn't you catch the Fox?" 

"Because he wouldn't stop," she says. The workers run shouting, and Constant calls his mastiff Mal-

voisin too. And all run after the Fox. 

Now is Reynard in great peril, and so is the Cock, except that he thought of a trick. "Sir Reynard," he 

says, "don't you hear how these peasants abuse you? Why don't you insult them saying ̀ Reynard is taking 

him the Cock away, despite all you can do.'" 

There is no wise man who does not sometime act the fool. The Fox, deceived, cries in a loud voice, 

"Despite all you can do I am carrying him away!" 

When the Cock feels the Fox's mouth open, he flaps his wings and flies up into an apple tree. 

Chanticleer laughs and says, "Reynard, how do you feel now?" 

The Fox, trembling, says "Confound the mouth that speaks when it should be silent." 

Said Chanticleer, "May that eye go blind that closes when it ought to be awake! Cousin Reynard, curses 

on your cousinship! Be off at once, or you will suffer!" 

Reynard would say no more, and he goes off, sorrowing over the Cock's escape. 

  

The summary is from the marginal glosses (with some alterations) in Originals and Analogues, Part 
II, Chaucer Society, 1875, pp. 117-26 [Widener 11483.7]. 

(http://sites.fas.harvard.edu/~chaucer/canttales/nunspri/) 
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THE NUN’S PRIEST’S TALE 

 

11 What stories do you know about/with foxes? 

12 In groups list as many idioms related to ‘fox’ as you can. 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fox#/media/File:Alopex_lagopus_coiled_up_in_snow.jpg 

 

Here is a summary of the Nun’s Priest’s Tale.  

In a chicken yard owned by a poor widow, the rooster Chanticleer lives in royal splendor with his 

seven wives, of whom his favorite is the fair Pertelote. He dreams that he is attacked by a strange beast 

which he can describe but cannot name as fox. Pertelote advises he forget the dream; dreams, she says, 

come from indigestion and further counsels him to take some laxatives deriving her arguments from 

Cato’s sayings. Chanticleer continues the debate with a story (therefore adding another layer to the 

already existing frame story) and insists on the power of dreams to predict the future. The story then 

follows the same narrative line as that in Le Roman de Renart. Later that day a fox appears and by flattery 

and trickery seizes Chanticleer and carries him off, pursued by all of the old widow's household. 

Chanticleer tells the fox to taunt his pursuers; the fox opens his mouth to do so, and Chanticleer is free 

to fly into a tree.  

(Adapted from source: https://chaucer.fas.harvard.edu/pages/nuns-priests-tale) 

 

13 Now read Chaucer’s tale and answer the following questions: 

1. Is the widow a main character? Read her description and compare it with that of the main 

character Chanticleer. 

2. Does the writer comment upon happenings in the story? 

3. Does the writer warn its readership? 

4. What contrast is mentioned by the writer in his final comment? 

5. Give example of irony used by the writer in his characters’ discourse? 
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The Nun's Priest's Tale 
 

Awidow who was rather old and poor 

In a small cottage dwelt in days of yore, 

Beside a grove that stood within a dale. 

This widow whom I tell of in my tale 

Had from the day that she was last a wife 

In patience led a very simple life, 

So little were her gain and property. 

With what God gave her, though, she thriftily 

Cared for her daughters and herself. Three 

 cows 

She had, no more, along with three big sows, 

And but one sheep named Molly--that was all. 

And sooty were the bedroom and the hall 

In which she'd eaten many a scanty meal. 

With pungent sauce she never had to deal. 

No dainty morsel passed her throat, it's not 

A fancy diet found in such a cot, 

So overeating never caused her qualm. 

A temperate diet was her only balm, 

With exercise and a contented heart; 

The gout did not stop dancing on her part, 

And apoplexy never hurt her head. 

She had no wine to drink, nor white nor red, 

Her board was mostly served with white  

and black 

(Milk and brown bread, of which she found  

no lack), 

Broiled bacon, and sometimes an egg or two. 

Her work was much like dairywomen do. 

She had a yard that was enclosed about 

By paling and a dried up ditch without, 

In which she had a cock named Chanticleer, 

In all the realm of crowing without peer.  

His voice was merrier than the play 

Of the church's organ each holy day. 

And surer was his crowing than a clock 

(Even that of the abbey), for this cock 

By instinct knew each move of the equator  

As it progressed, that none too soon nor later 

But on the dot, fifteen degrees ascended, 

He crowed the hour no clock so well attended. 

His comb was finest coral red and tall, 

And battlemented like a castle wall. 

His bill was black and like the jet it glowed, 

His legs and toes like azure when he strode. 

 

His nails were whiter than the lilies bloom, 

Like burnished gold the color of his plume. 

This gentle cock commanded at his leisure  

A flock of seven hens to do his pleasure, 

His paramours and sisters, each of whom 

Like him had wondrous coloring in her plume. 

[…] 

This Chanticleer would not have tarried more 

Once he espied the fox, had not the latter 

Said, "Gentle sir, alas! what is the matter? 

I am your friend--are you afraid of me?  

I'd be worse than a fiend, most certainly, 

To do you harm. And please don't think that I 

Come here upon your privacy to spy; 

The reason that I've come is not a thing 

Except that I might listen to you sing.  

For truly you've a voice as merry, sire, 

As any angel's up in heaven's choir. 

Because of this, in music you've more feeling 

Than had Boethius, or all who sing. 

My lord, your father (his soul blessed be) 

And mother (she of such gentility) 

Have both been in my house, to my  

great pleasure. 

To have you, sir, I'd love in equal measure. 

For when men speak of singing, I must say-- 

As may my eyes see well the light of day--  

Till you, I never heard a mortal sing 

As did your father when the day would spring. 

[…] 

Lo, such it is to trust in one who flatters, 

Be negligent, and act so carelessly. 

  But you who judge this tale frivolity 

(As it's about a fox, or cock and hen), 

Take seriously the moral, gentlemen.  

For all that has been written, says Saint Paul, 

Is written so that we might learn it all. 

So take the fruit and let the chaff be still. 

  Now, gracious God, if it should be thy will, 

As says my lord, make all of us good men  

And bring us to high heaven's bliss! Amen. 

 

 

http://english.fsu.edu/canterbury/nun.html 
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14 Match the words from the text in column A with their meaning in column b. 

 

 A  B 

1.  yore a.  cheerful; jolly  

2.  dale b.  The fleshy crest or ridge that grows on the crown of the head 

of domestic fowl and other birds and is mostprominent in the

 male. 

3.  sooty c.  A small house. 

4.  scanty d.  An instrument consisting of a number of pipes that sound to

nes when supplied with air and a keyboard thatoperates a me

chanism controlling the flow of air to the pipes. Also called pi

pe organ. 

5.  pungent e.  A lover, especially a lover of a person who is married to some

one else. 

6.  dainty f.  To utter the shrill cry characteristic of a rooster. 

7.  cot g.  Blackish or dusky in color. 

8.  qualm h.  A dense black coal that takes a high polish and is used for jew

elry. Black as coal; jet-black. 

9.  broil i.  To delay or be late in going, coming, or doing something. 

10.  pale j.  A wooden post or strip used as an upright member in a fence 

11.  merry k.  Time long past   

12.  organ l.  1. (Agriculture) the mass of husks, etc, separated from the 

seeds during threshing 

2. (Agriculture) finely cut straw and hay used to feed cattle 

3. something of little worth; rubbish (esp in the phrase 
separate the wheat from the chaff) 

13.  crow m.  Delicious; tasty: 

14.  comb n.  valley 

15.  battlement o.  A notched parapet built on top of a wall, with alternating mer

lons and crenels fordecoration or defense. Also called embattl

ement. 

16.  bill p.  A structure projecting from the head of a bird, consisting of t

he jaws and their horny covering and including theupper and 

lower mandibles; a beak. 

17.  jet q.  A sudden feeling of sickness or nausea 

18.  paramour r.  Having an acrid smell or sharp bitter flavour 

19.  tarry s.  To cook by direct radiant heat, as over a grill or under an elec

tric element. 

20.  chaff t.  An instrument consisting of a number of pipes that sound tones 

when supplied with air and a keyboard thatoperates a mechanism 

controlling the flow of air to the pipes. Also called pipe organ.  
 

15 Rephrase the following: 

 

a. This Chanticleer would not have tarried more 

  Once he espied the fox, had not the latter 

Said… 

 

b. Lo, such it is to trust in one who flatters, 

  Be negligent, and act so carelessly. 
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c. So take the fruit and let the chaff be still. 

 

d. Till you, I never heard a mortal sing 

  As did your father when the day would spring. 

 

16 Compare the stories of Chaucer, Marie de France and Le Roman de Renart. You can use the 

following chart.  

 

  Chaucer Marie de France Le Roman de 

Renart 

Archetypal 

characters 

 

    

Medieval values 

emphasized 

 

    

Medieval sins 

alluded 

 

    

Moral 

 

    

 

17 How does intertextuality manifest in these three pieces of writing?  

 

18 PROJECTWORK 

Using prezi.com or any other dedicated website and 

http://www.romanianvoice.com/culture/povesti/  or a book of Romanian fables to tell (not read) 

a Romanian fable to your classmates. Prepare a set of 5 questions for your classmates and be 

prepared to justify your choice of fable. 

 

 



 

UNIT 9 – THE WIFE OF BATH’S PROLOGUE  

EXCERPTS FROM THE WIFE OF BATH’S PROLOGUES AND LE ROMAN DE 

LA ROSE 

 

 

Ms. Harley 4425 f. 10v Vieillesse 

http://www.bl.uk/catalogues/illuminatedmanuscripts/record.asp?MSID=7465 

 

1 Describe the woman in the picture above taken from the best known manuscript Harley 

4425 of the Roman de la Rose. 

 

2 Make a list of the advantages and disadvantages of old age and of youth. 

 

3 Read the two excerpts below and compare the image of the woman painted by the Roman 

de la Rose and the Wife of Bath. 

 

4 The underlined words/phrases in the Roman de la Rose excerpt designate certain qualities. 

Match these derived qualities with the series of three synonyms given in the text box next to the 

text. 
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5 Explain the highlighted words/phrases in both texts below.  

 

ROMANCE OF THE ROSE:  

line 3938 and surrounding material, introducing and describing La Vieille: 

 

An old beldame to spy upon him there  

No other duty had but to keep watch  

Lest he some folly might commit.  

No man Could trick her with a gesture or a sign;  

For there was no device she did not know, 

Since in her youth she'd suffered all the pains  

And joys that that Love unto his servants gives.  

Although Fair Welcome listened and kept still,  

Fearing the hag, he could no motion make 

So cautiously that she could not perceive  

The thought behind his simple countenance;  

For well she knew the ancient dance of love. 

 

 

      Shrewd/discerning/perspicacious 

 

      Observant/perceptive/watchful 

 

      Attentive/keen/alert 

 

      Suspicious/untrusting/worldly 

 

      Unpleasant and old/disgusting/evil-looking 
 

(https://web.cn.edu/kwheeler/documents/Le%20Roman%20de%20La%20Rose.pdf) 

 

THE WIFE OF BATH’S PROLOGUE 

"A reveler was husband number four, 

That is to say, he had a paramour. 

And I was young and wanton, passionate,                     455 

As jolly as a magpie, obstinate 

And strong. How I could dance to a small harp, too, 

And sing like any nightingale can do 

When I had drunk a draught of good sweet wine! 

Metellius, that dirty churl, the swine,                     460 

Picked up a staff and took his spouse's life 

For drinking wine. If I had been his wife, 

He never would have daunted me from drinking! 

And after wine, on Venus I'd be thinking, 

For as surely as cold engenders hail                        465 

A lustful mouth will have a lustful tail. 

A tipsy woman is without defense, 

As lechers know by their experience. 

  "But Lord Christ! when it all comes back to me, 

Remembrance of my youth and jollity,                        470 

It warms the cockles of my heart. Today 

It still does my heart good that I can say 

I've had the world, what time's been mine to pass. 

But age that poisons everything, alas, 

Bereft me of my beauty and my pith.                         475 

Well, let it go, the devil go therewith! 

The flour is gone, there is no more to tell; 

The bran as best I can I now must sell 

And strive to be as merry as before. 

And now I'll tell of husband number four.    

 

(http://english.fsu.edu/canterbury/wifepro.html) 
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6 Look at the photos below. What do they show? What are the differences in the two images? 

Do you recognize any of the people in them? 

 

7 With your partner list the symbols of marriage. Share your list with the class. 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wedding_of_Prince_William_and_Catherine_Middleton#/media/File:Ro

yal_Carriage_Wedding_of_Prince_William_of_Wales_and_Kate_Middleton.jpg 
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https://www.pexels.com/photo/man-couple-love-people-136422/ 

 

8 Which of the pictures above does the one below resemble most? Is it a photo or a drawing? 

 

 

 

Royal 20 E VI f. 9v Henry V and Catharine of Valois 

http://www.bl.uk/catalogues/illuminatedmanuscripts/ILLUMIN.ASP?Size=mid&IllID=48629  

  

9 What is marriage? Where can you find a definition of marriage?   
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10 How are the people in the photos above? How did they feel at the time the photos were 

taken? Can you tell how the people in the illumination feel? Is it visible? 

 

11 Is marriage different nowadays from the medieval marriage? Fill in the table below. 

 Middle Ages Nowadays 

Ceremony   

Outfit   

Participants   

Symbols   

Representations   

Feelings   

Preparations   

Reception   

 

     

12 Read the excerpt below (from the Prologue of the Wife of Bath) and find out the stories of 

the famous people mentioned by the Wife of Bath and share them with your classmates. What 

do they have in common? How are the women in these stories described?  

He read of Eve, who by her wickedness                       715 

Had brought all of mankind to wretchedness, 

The reason Jesus Christ himself was slain 

To bring us back with his heart's blood again. 

'Of women here expressly you may find 

That woman was the ruin of all mankind.'                    720 

  "He read to me how Samson lost his hair, 

Sheared by his mistress, sleeping unaware, 

And how by this he lost both of his eyes. 

  "He read then to me--I will tell no lies-- 

Of Dejanira, she who was to blame                           725 

That Hercules had set himself aflame. 

  "He left out not a whit about the woe 

That Socrates' two wives caused him to know; 

When Xantippe poured piss upon his head, 

The hapless man sat there as still as dead,                 730 

Then wiped his head and dared not to complain, 

But said, 'Ere thunder stops, there comes a rain.' 

  "The tale of Pasiphaë, the queen of Crete, 

For cursedness he thought was really sweet. 

Fie on it! I'll not speak in any measure                    735 

About her horrid lust, her grisly pleasure. 

  "Of Clytemnestra, who for lechery 

Brought to her husband death by treachery, 

With greatest fervor then to me he read. 

  […] 

   

13 Read the excerpt below from Le Roman de la Rose. Contrast it with the fragment above 

from the Wife of Bath’s Prologue. Identify the words/phrases that render the negative image of 

marriage then write a paragraph about marriage viewed by the Wife of Bath and the Roman de 

la Rose. 
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THE ROMANCE OF THE ROSE line 8980 and surrounding material describing woes in marriage: 

 

Will take a wife, or poor or rich, 

8980 As goddess fair, or like a witch  

Bewrinkled -- he hath writ the whole  

Within his book hight "Aureole," 

Which treats of marriage: Ha! He cries, 

Man's life is filled with miseries,  

Troubles, and ills, on every side,  

Induced by the insensate pride 

Of women, their demands and plaints  

Such trouble cause as life attaints  

With miseries manifold; alack! 

8990 Hard task hath he who striveth back 

To call them to a decent sense 

Of modesty and reverence. 

 

Whoso will take one indigent 

To wife, must wonder not if spent 

His substance be in gowns and shoes;  

And if a wealthy wife one choose, 

He need not marvel if disdain 

She showeth towards him, or if vain 

9000  And proud she prove, and not a fly 

She valueth his authority, 

And further, will perhaps engage 

To vilify his lineage; 

Till he to madness will be stung,  

Through clack of her unbridled tongue. 

 

14 Further complaints about marriage 

 

1. Who complains in each of the two excerpts below, a man or a woman?  

2. What are the (common) reasons for complaint? 

3. What is the tone of each complaint? Choose from: bitter, enraged, nonchalant, 

defiant, strong, mild, humorous, tragic, eloquent, intellectual, whining, proud, 

disdainful, argumentative. 

 

Excerpt I 

THE ROMANCE OF THE ROSE line 8884 and surrounding material in which a husband describes 

his woes in marriage: 

 

Soon as I sally forth to work, 

Away you start, with smile and smirk,  

Ready-for some wild prank or game,  

Whereat your cheeks should burn for shame,  

Singing aloud like siren sleek -- 

8890  God curse you with an evil week! 

 

When business drags me far from home 

To Frisia's shores, or e'en to Rome,  
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At once you mount coquettish dress,  

That leaves but little room to guess  

My lot, till neighbors talk thereon. 

And when they ask wherefore you don 

Such gay attire while I'm away,  

With brazen impudence you'll say  

In mocking tones: Oho! Oho! 

8900 'Tis that I love my husband so. 

But I, poor wretch, may mope and grieve,  

Who careth, whether I forge or weave, 

Or whether alive or dead am I? 

Then one would hit me in the eye  

With bladder reft from goat or sheep,  

And all the world but holds me cheap.  

Because to beat you I've forborne,  

While nought I win from you but scorn, 

You brag! Though well 'tis known you lie. 

8910 Alack! Alack! A fool was I 

 

Excerpt II 

Lines 269-270 contain a proverb. How does it translate into Romanian? 

The Wife of Bath’s Prologue 

 

  "You say that some desire us for our fortunes, 

Some for our looks, some for our good proportions, 

And some because she either sings or dances, 

Some for her noble blood and flirty glances,                260 

Her hands and arms so graceful--without fail 

All go right to the devil by your tale. 

You say that men can't keep a castle wall 

That's swarmed upon as long, that it will fall. 

  "'If she looks foul, then you declare that she            265 

Will lust for every fellow she may see, 

Leap on him like a spaniel in a trice 

Until she finds the man who'll pay her price. 

In all the lake there's not one goose so gray 

That it will be without a mate, you say.                    270  

Yet it's a hard thing, you would have it known, 

To have what no man willingly would own 

(You say it, loafer, when you go to bed), 

And that a wise man has no need to wed 

Nor any man whose aim is heaven's wonder.                   275 

[…] 

  "'And if in finest clothes, you also say, 

In jewelry and other fine display, 

We dress ourselves, we risk our chastity; 

To back up what you say, you quote to me                    340 

The following in the Apostle's name: 

"Clothes chastely made with proper sense of shame 

Is what your women's dress should always be-- 

No fancy hairdos, no bright jewelry 
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Like pearls and gold, nor other rich array."                345 

About your text and rubric, let me say 

I'd follow them as much as would a gnat. 

  […] 

  "'You also liken woman's love to hell, 

To barren land without a stream or well, 

And also to a wildly raging fire-- 

The more it burns, the stronger its desire 

To consume all that will burn. You say to me                375 

That just as little worms destroy a tree 

A wife destroys her husband. "They have found 

This to be true, those who to wives are bound."' 

 

15 DEBATE 

Do you agree to the reasons for complaint expressed above?  

 



 

UNIT 10 – THE MONK’S TALE  

LESSON 1. DANTE ALIGHIERI – THE DIVINE COMEDY,  

INFERNO. CANTO XXXIII  

LESSON 2. THE MONK’S TALE 

The medieval imagination was tantalized and daunted by images of the Inferno. Famous writers and 

painters rendered the place of damnation in their works. Such a painter is Luca Signorelli who used the 

interior of the famous Orvieto Cathedral to impress his viewers, terrify and serve them a moral lesson.  

 

Orvieto Cathedral 

 

 

  

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orvieto_Cathedral#/media/File:Facciata_del_Duomo_di_Orvieto.JPG 
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1 Do you remember having done anything wrong? Have you been punished? How? 

Canvas Signorelli’s painting. How are the devils painted? How are the people depicted?  

 

 

https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cappella_di_San_Brizio#/media/File:Luca_signorelli,_cappella_di_san_bri

zio,_dannati_all%27inferno_01.jpg 

 

2 Where else can you find images of hell? Why? 

 

3 Below are images of Dante. Find portraits of other personalities of the Middle Ages and 

show them to the class. Explain why you chose the personality. 

 

 

 

 

Dante Alighieri, by Giotto di Bordone, c. 1335 

Detail from a fresco in the Podestà Chapel in the Palazzo 

del Bargello by Giotto, who was considered by Dante to 

have revolutionized the art of painting in the 14th 

century: 

In painting Cimabue thought he held 

 the field, and now it's Giotto they acclaim –  

the former only keeps a shadowed fame. (Purgatory XI, 

94-96)  

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dante_Alighieri#/media/File:Dante-alighieri.jpg 
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Profile portrait of Dante, by Sandro Botticelli 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dante_Alighieri#/media/File:Portrait_de_Dante.jpg 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Andrea del Castagno, Dante Alighieri, from 

the Cycle of Famous Men and Women, c. 

1450. Detached fresco. 247 x 153 cm. 

Galleria degli Uffizi, Firenze. The picture 

shows one of the three Tuscan poets 

represented in the cycle. 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dante_Alighieri#/media/File:DanteFresco.jpg 
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Domenico di Michelino, Dante and the Three Kingdoms, 1465, oil on canvas, Museo dell'Opera del 

Duomo, Florence 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dante_Alighieri#/media/File:DanteDetail.jpg 

 

 

Luca Signorelli, detail from Dante with Scenes from the Divine Comedy, San Brizio Chapel, Duomo, 

Orvieto 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dante_Alighieri#/media/File:Dante_Luca.jpg 
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https://www.bl.uk/catalogues/illuminatedmanuscripts/ILLUMIN.ASP?Size=mid&IllID=56954 

Ms Yates Thompson 36 f. 144 Cunizza da Romano 

The miniature of the Canto IX shows the city of Florence with Giotto's famous Bell tower at its centre. 

From one of its towers, a devil announces the offences of the Powerful of this world. On the left, Dante 

is lifted in the air by Beatrice and beholds the heroine of love, Cunizza of Treviso, who appears in an aura 

of light. 

Some initials in this manuscript are attributed to the Sienese fresco painter Vecchietta. 

 

4 Using http://www.mindmapping.com/ design spidergrams for the following words: TRUST, 

BETRAY. 

 

 

Ms Selden Supra 57 153v, Paris 1348.; 27r of Le Roman de la Rose  

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Bodleian_Libraries,_Le_Roman_de_la_Rose_27r.jpg  
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5 Fill the gaps in the text below. Use only one word for each gap.  

The White Tower, … (1) called because it was whitewashed …(2) the Middle Ages, was begun c. 1078. 

It rose nearly 27.5 meters, …(3) including the extra height of the three turrets, and enclosed two stories 

and a basement. Each story was divided …(4) two large halls, the largest of …(5) measured 28 by 11.3 

meters; a further subdivision enclosed the chapel of St. John, which rose from the basement …(6) the 

roof and included a crypt and sub-crypt. The first story contained the halls and chambers …(7) 

conducting the kingdom’s affairs, …(8) the second story, which was later divided into two, containing 

the chief residential chambers. The second story was …(9) lofty and contained a fighting gallery built 

halfway …(10) the halls. Finally, the basement, which was …(11) partially below ground level, was divided 

into two separate chambers and may …(12) served only for storage and as a prison. Spiral staircases …(13) 

each of the turrets led between the stories and also …(14) access to the watchtowers and roof, except for 

the basement, which was reached only …(15) a single staircase. 

The walls of the White Tower were suitably thick, measuring 3.5 …(16) 4.5 meters at the base, and 

…(17) constructed with ashlar dressings and a rubble core. On …(18) side of the keep a number of flat and 

narrow pilaster buttresses rose …(19) the ground nearly to the top of the castle, with the largest turret 

also similarly buttressed. There was only a single entrance to the keep’s first story, …(20) a forebuilding 

that is now missing. 

 

(Kelly DeVries and Robert Douglas Smith, Medieval Military Technology, University of Toronto Press, 

2012, p.225) 

 

6 Identify the function of a medieval tower/keep/dungeon. 

 

 

Ms Yates Thompson 36 f. 61 Death of Ugolino della Gheradesca 

https://www.bl.uk/catalogues/illuminatedmanuscripts/ILLUMIN.ASP?Size=mid&IllID=56699 
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7 Read Dante’s canto below and match the words in the text with their definition. 

 

Dante Alighieri (1265–1321). The Divine Comedy. 

The Harvard Classics. 1909–14 

 

Inferno [Hell] 

 

Canto XXXIII 

 

ARGUMENT.—The Poet is told by Count Ugolino de’ Gherardeschi of the cruel manner in which he 

and his children were famished in the tower at Pisa, by command of the Archbishop Ruggieri. He next 

discourses of the third round, called Ptolomea, wherein those are punished who have betrayed others 

under the semblance of kindness; and among these he finds the Friar Alberigo de’ Manfredi, who tells 

him of one whose soul was already tormented in that place, though his body appeared still to be alive 

upon the earth, being yielded up to the governance of a fiend. 

 

  

HIS jaws uplifting from their fell repast (1),  

That sinner wiped them on the hairs o’ the head,  

Which he behind had mangled (2), then began:  

“Thy will obeying, I call up afresh  

Sorrow past cure; which, but to think of, wrings         5 

My heart, or ere I tell on ’t. But if words,  

That I may utter, shall prove seed to bear  

Fruit of eternal infamy to him,  

The traitor whom I gnaw(3) at, thou at once  

Shalt see me speak and weep. Who thou mayst be         10 

I know not, nor how here below art come:  

But Florentine thou seemest of a truth,  

When I do hear thee. Know, I was on earth  

Count Ugolino, 1 and the Archbishop he  

Ruggieri. Why I neighbor him so close,         15 

Now list. That through effect of his ill thoughts  

In him my trust reposing, I was ta’en  

And after murder’d, need is not I tell.  

What therefore thou canst not have heard, that is,  

How cruel was the murder, shalt thou hear,         20 

And know if he have wrong’d me. A small grate (4)  

Within that mew (5), which for my sake the name  

Of Famine bears, where others yet must pine(6),  

Already through its opening several moons  

Had shown me, when I slept the evil sleep         25 

That from the future tore the curtain off.  

This one, methought, as master of the sport,  

Rode forth to chase the gaunt(7) wolf, and his whelps(8),  

Unto the mountain  2 which forbids the sight  

Of Lucca to the Pisan. With lean brachs(9)         30 

Inquisitive and keen, before him ranged  

Lanfranchi with Sismondi and Gualandi.  

After short course the father and the sons  

Seem’d tired and lagging(10), and methought I saw  
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The sharp tusks(11) gore(12) their sides. When I awoke,         35 

Before the dawn, amid their sleep I heard  

My sons (for they were with me) weep and ask  

For bread. Right cruel art thou, if no pang(13)  

Thou feel at thinking what my heart foretold(14);  

And if not now, why use thy tears to flow?         40 

Now had they waken’d; and the hour drew near  

When they were wont to bring us food; the mind  

Of each misgave(15) him through his dream, and I  

Heard, at its outlet(16) underneath, lock’d up  

The horrible tower: whence, uttering not a word,         45 

I look’d upon the visage of my sons.  

I wept not: so all stone I felt within.  

They wept: and one, my little Anselmo, cried,  

‘Thou lookest so! Father, what ails(17) thee?’ Yet  

I shed no tear, nor answer’d all that day         50 

Nor the next night, until another sun  

Came out upon the world. When a faint beam  

Had to our doleful(18) prison made its way,  

And in four countenances I described  

The image of my own, on either hand         55 

Through agony I bit; and they, who thought  

I did it through desire of feeding, rose  

O’ the sudden, and cried, ‘Father, we should grieve  

Far less if thou wouldst eat of us: thou gavest  

These weeds of miserable flesh we wear;         60 

And do thou strip them off from us again.’  

Then, not to make them sadder, I kept down  

My spirit in stillness. That day and the next  

We all were silent. Ah, obdurate(19) earth!  

Why open’dst not upon us? When we came         65 

To the fourth day, then Gaddo at my feet  

Outstretch’d did fling him, crying, ‘Hast no help  

For me, my father!’ There he died; and e’en  

Plainly as thou seest me, saw I the three  

Fall one by one ’twixt the fifth day and sixth:         70 

Whence I betook(20) me, now grown blind, to grope  

Over them all, and for three days aloud  

Call’d on them who were dead. Then, fasting got  

The mastery of grief.” Thus having spoke,  

Once more upon the wretched skull his teeth         75 

He fasten’d like a mastiff’s ’gainst the bone,  

Firm and unyielding. […]  

  

Note 1. “Count Ugolino.”—“In the year 1288, in the month of July, Pisa was much divided 

by competitors for the sovereignty; one party, composed of certain of the Guelfi, being headed 

by the Judge Nino di Gallura de’ Visconti; another, consisting of others of the same faction, by 

the Count Ugolino de’ Gherardeschi; and a third by the Archbishop Ruggieri degli Ubaldini, 

with the Lanfranchi, Sismondi, Gualandi, and other Ghibelline houses. The Count Ugolino, to 

effect his purpose, united with the archbishop and his party, and having betrayed Nino, his 
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sister’s son, they contrived that he and his followers should either be driven out of Pisa, or 

their persons seized. Nino hearing this, and not seeing any means of defending himself, retired 

to Calci, his castle, and formed an alliance with the Florentines and the people of Lucca, 

against the Pisans. The count, before Nino was gone, in order to cover his treachery, when 

everything was settled for his expulsion, quitted Pisa, and repaired to a manor of his called 

Settimo; whence, as soon as he was informed of Nino’s departure, he returned to Pisa with 

great rejoicing and festivity, and was elevated to the supreme power with every demonstration 

of triumph and honor. But his greatness was not of long continuance. It pleased the Almighty 

that a total reverse of fortune should ensue, as a punishment for his acts of treachery and guilt; 

for he was said to have poisoned the Count Anselmo da Capraia, his sister’s son, on account 

of the envy and fear excited in his mind by the highs’ esteem in which the gracious manners 

of Anselmo were held by the Pisans. The power of the Guelfi being so much diminished, the 

archbishop devised means to betray the Count Ugolino, and caused him to be suddenly 

attacked in his palace by the fury of the people, whom he had exasperated, by telling them 

that Ugolino had betrayed Pisa, and given up their castles to the citizens of Florence and of 

Lucca. He was immediately compelled to surrender; his bastard son and his grandson fell in 

the assault; and two of his sons, with their two sons also, were conveyed to prison…. In the 

following March, the Pisans, who had imprisoned the Count Ugolino, with two of his sons and 

two of his grandchildren, the offspring of his son the Count Guelfo, in a tower on the Piazza 

of the Anziani, caused the tower to be locked, the key thrown into the Arno, and all food to 

be withheld from them. In a few days they died of hunger; but the Count first with loud cries 

declared his penitence, and yet neither priest nor friar was allowed to shrive him. All the five, 

when dead, were dragged out of the prison, and meanly interred; and from thenceforward the 

tower was called the Tower of Famine, and so shall ever be.” G. Villani, lib. vii.  

Note 2. The mountain S. Giuliano between Pisa and Lucca.  

Note 3. Small islands, near the mouth of the Arno.  

 

(http://www.bartleby.com/20/133.html) 

 
 

… A meal or the food eaten or provided at a meal. 

… To mutilate or disfigure by battering, hacking, cutting, or tearing. 

… To bite, chew on, or erode with the teeth. 

… A framework of parallel or latticed bars for blocking an opening. 

… A secret place; a hideaway. 

… To wither or waste away from longing or grief 

… bony and emaciated in appearance 

… A young offspring of a carnivorous mammal, especially a dog or wolf. 

… archaic a bitch hound 

… Not progressing and developing as fast as others, as in economic and social aspects: 

… A long projecting tooth or toothlike part. 

… To pierce or stab with a horn or tusk. 

… A sudden sharp pain 

… To tell or indicate beforehand 

… To arouse suspicion or apprehension 

… A passage for escape or exit 

… To feel ill or have pain 

… Causing grief 

… Hardened against feeling; hardhearted: 

… archaic to apply (oneself) to 
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8 What is the role of the dream in this story? Is it a dream or a nightmare? 

 

9 Read the text below.  

A. Answer the following questions: 

1. How is the inferno defined?  

2. How many infernos are there? 

3. When did the concept of ‘inferno’ occur? 

4. Where did this concept appear? 

5. Is the inferno typical of Christianity? 

B. Translate the text into English. 

 

Infernul a terorizat generaţii întregi de credincioşi. Este unul dintre cele mai vechi coşmaruri ale 

omenirii, legat de teama de lumea necunoscută în care intrăm o dată ce ne-am încheiat viaţa, "teamă în 

ceva de după moarte, un tărîm neaflat de unde nimeni nu se întoarce". Iată motivul tainic care ne face 

mai degrabă să "răbdăm aceste rele decît [să] zburăm spre alte neştiute", scrie Shakespeare în celebra 

tiradă a lui Hamlet. 

(Georges Minois, Istoria infernurilor, trad. Alexandra Cuniță, Humanitas, 1998, p. 7) 

Infernul nu are act de naştere. Într-un anume fel, este vechi de cînd lumea sau, mai curînd, de cînd e 

răul pe pămînt. Căci numai după o delungată experienţă a răului, omul ajunge treptat să-şi închipuie sau 

să descopere - cum doriţi - că greşeala morală trebuie să fie urmată de o pedeapsă. În accepţiunea cea 

mai generală, infernul este o situaţie de suferinţă în care se află un individ ca unnare a unei greşeli morale 

de care s-a făcut vinovat. Această pedeapsă se deosebeşte de pedepsele prevăzute de justiţia umană: ea 

este impusă de puteri supranaturale sau îşi are originea într-un destin răzbunător. De obicei, chinurile 

încep după moarte şi durează totdeauna un timp foarte îndelungat, uneori chiar veşnic. Probabil că ideea 

de infern nu a apărut chiar de la începuturile lumii, de vreme ce implică o serie de noţiuni foarte 

elaborate: pe de o parte, supravieţuirea sufletului sau a unui dublu al acestuia, pe de altă parte, 

rudimentele unei morale sau cel puţin existenţa unor interdicţii a căror încălcare să poată justifica 

damnaţiunea. Preistoria nu ne-a prea lăsat indicaţii în această privinţă. Cu aproximativ 50 000 de ani 

înainte de Cristos, înhumarea cadavrelor se practică în numeroase locuri de pe glob. Dar ce rituri şi ce 

credinţe ascunde ea? Dacă, după moarte, individul trăieşte o altă viaţă, probabil sub forma unui dublu 

material, unde se desfăşoară aceasta? Nu putem face decît fragile ipoteze cu privire la o eventuală lume 

de dincolo preistorică; unii susţin că misterul şi întunericul din adîncul peşterilor ţineau poate loc de 

"infern" pentru omul de Cro-Magnon. Oricum, nu se făcea probabil nici o diferenţă Între buni şi răi în 

acel lăcaş al morţilor, care preceda poate reîncarnarea. În acele timpuri, abaterea morală nici nu prea 

putea reprezenta altceva decît nerespectarea anumitor tabuuri şi rituri, decît anumite practici impure. 

Să fi condamnat oare aceste "păcate" pe cei ce le săvîrşeau la o a doua moarte sau la vreo pedeapsă 

postumă? E puţin probabil. Primele reprezentări cunoscute ale noţiunii de infern sînt într-adevăr lipsite 

de orice idee de răsplată sau de pedeapsă. În toate cazurile infernal este un simplu lăcaş al morţilor, al 

tuturor morţilor rară deosebire. Formele pe care acesta le îmbracă sînt variate, dar atmosfera pe care o 

inlplică este întotdeauna neliniştitoare. Căci omul se teme instinctiv de lumea de dincolo: el îşi închipuie 

iadul cu mult înainte de a-şi imagina raiul. Este vorba despre o copie a vieţii pămînteşti, un soi de vis din 

care dispare ceea ce dă relief şi savoare existenţei, o împărăţie a umbrelor în care rătăcesc fantome lipsite 

de bucurie. Bineînţeles, acestea nu îndw'ă nici un fel de cazne, dar locul este cu adevărat lugubru. 

(Georges Minois, Istoria infernurilor, trad. Alexandra Cuniță, Humanitas, 1998, p. 11-12)  
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10 Identify the animal symbol in Ugolino’s dream and in the story itself. What does it hint at? 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cerberus#/media/File:Cerberus-Blake.jpeg 

 

 

 

 

 

11 OTHER DOG REPRESENTATIONS 

 

 

St. Christopher. Romania, Biserica „Nașterea Domnului” din Sărata. Pinterest 

St. Christopher. Ursani, Valcea, Romania. Pinterest 
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St. Christopher, Romania, Monastery Sfânta Maria din Techirghiol 

Pinterest 

Christopher’s Christian hagiography may be summarized as follows: He is a giant belonging to a 

cynocephalic race, in the land of the Chananeans (the “Canines” of the New Testament), who eat human 

flesh and whose only form of communication is barking (latrare). His original name, Reprebos (or 

Reprobus, Reprebus, or Deprebus), “the Condemned” corresponds to his nature: he is black, pagan, 

ferocious, and dreadful. One day, he asks God to show his power by giving him the gift of human speech: 

an angel sent in answer to his prayer strikes him and blows on his mouth, and he speaks Greek. Still a 

proud giant, he is cut down to size by the Christ child who commands that he carry him over a river. As 

he advances into the flood, the child becomes heavier and heavier: when Christopher can go no further, 

the child reveals his true nature to him, and Christopher, having learned his lesson, humbly devotes his 

life to Christian service. Eh preaches the Gospel, but is especially an athleta dei fortissima who does battle 

against the armies of paganism. He is baptized by Saint Babylus at Antioch, when his appearance changes 

and his skin becomes which as milk. 

He is taken prisoner by the pagan Roman emperor Decius (A.D. 248-251), and is martyred in Lycia, 

along with thousands of other Christians. It is fascinating to note that Christopher’s and Batholomew’s 

martyrdoms are both connected with the “lupine” region of Lycia tormenter was a king of (called Cilicia 

in Bartholomew’s martyrdom), in the southwestern region of modern Turkey. Bartholomew’s tormenter, 

Astyages, is the same as that of Cyrus the Great’s infanticidal grandfather, making these Christian 

martyrdoms possible retellings of a much earlier Indo-European mythology of lupine or canine ancestry. 

Christopher’s martyrdom is celebrated in the Roman church on July 25, and in all of the Eastern churches 

on May 9. […] 

Saint Christopher’s cynocephaly is a constant theme in his Eastern iconography and hagiography, 

whereas he is only occasionally portrayed with a dog’s head in Western traditions. His function and 

situation are nevertheless identical in both traditions: he is an apotropaic saint whom it suffices to gaze 

upon to be freed from the danger of male mort, death in a state of sin, whence his location, in gigantic 

representations, on bridges, church portals, and city gates. He is protrayed as a cynocephalic, in the 

iconography of the Eastern churches, down to the beginning of the nineteenth century; however, because 

the iconoclasts destroyed all early representations of the saint in the East, the earliest depictions of 

Christopher as a cynocephalic are to be found in the Western manuscript illuminations. 

Christopher’s origins are nevertheless most certainly Eastern: the earliest church dedicated to him 

was in Bithynia, in A.D. 452. The way to Bithynia and Christendom was a long one, however, for 

Christopher, the only cynocephalic to ever have been granted th edignity of a name in the Western world; 

if we are to retrace his steps, we must go back to Persia and Egypt, by way of the Gnostics. 

 

(David Gordon, White Myths of the Dog-Man, University of Chicago Press, 1991, p. 34-35) 
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The language of sciences 

12 In the text above find words related to or designating sciences. How do you know they 

belong to sciences? 

 

13 Using a dictionary explain the meanings of the words found. 

 

14 Think of other words related to science that you may already know. 

 

15 Read the Monk’s Tale by Chaucer below and match the words in the text with their 

definition. 

 

 

The Monk's Tale 
 

Here begins the Monk's Tale 

De Casibus Virorum Illustrium. 

Concerning the Fates of Famous Men 

  

I will bewail in the manner of tragedy  

The harm of those who stood in high degree, 

And fell so that there was no remedy 

To bring them out of their adversity. 

For certainly, when Fortune desires to flee(1), 

No man can withstand(2) her onward movement. 

Let no man trust on blind prosperity; 

Take warning from these examples true and old. 

Lucifer 

 

At Lucifer, though he was an angel 

And not a man, at him will I begin. 

For though Fortune may harm no angel, 

From high degree yet for his sin he fell 

Down into hell, in which he is yet. 

O Lucifer, brightest of all angels, 

 

Now art thou Sathanas, that mayst not depart 

Out of misery, in which thou art fallen. 

Adam 

Lo Adam, in the field of Damascus 

With God's own finger was he wrought, 

 

And not begotten(3) of man's unclean sperm, 

And ruled all paradise save for one tree 

Had never worldly man so high degree 

As Adam, until he for misconduct 

Was driven out of his high prosperity 

To labor, and to hell, and to ruin. 

[…] 

De Hugelino Comite de Pize 

[Concerning Ugolino, Earl(4) of Pisa] 

Of the anguish(5) of Earl Ugolino of Pisa 
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There can no tongue tell for pity 

But a little way out of Pisa stands a tower, 

In which tower in prison he was put, 

And with him are his three little children; 

The eldest was scarcely five years of age. 

Alas, Fortune, it was great cruelty 

To put such birds in such a cage! 

He was damned to die in that prison, 

For Roger, who was bishop of Pisa, 

Had on him made a false accusation, 

Through which the people did rise against him 

And put him into prison in such manner 

As you have heard, and meat and drink he had 

So small that it just barely can suffice, 

And in addition it was very poor and bad. 

And on a day befell(6) that in that hour 

When his meal was accustomed to be brought, 

The jailer shut the doors of the tower. 

He heard it well, but he spoke absolutely nothing, 

And in his heart straightway there fell a thought 

That they for hunger would make him die. 

"Alas!" said he, "Alas, that I was wrought!" 

Therewith the tears fell from his eyes. 

His young son, who was three years of age, 

Unto him said, "Father, why do you weep? 

When will the jailer bring our soup? 

Is there no morsel(7) of bread that you do keep? 

I am so hungry that I can not sleep. 

Now would God that I might sleep forever! 

Then hunger should not creep in my belly; 

There is nothing, but food, that I would rather have."  

Thus day by day this child began to cry, 

Until in his father's bosom(8) down it lay, 

And said, "Farewell, father, I must die!" 

And kissed his father, and died the same day. 

And when the woeful(9) father saw him dead, 

For woe his two arms he began to bite, 

And said, "Alas, Fortune, and woe oh woe! 

I can blame thy false wheel for all my woe." 

His children supposed that it was for hunger 

That he gnawed on his arms, and not for woe, 

And said, "Father, do not so, alas! 

But rather eat the flesh upon us two. 

Our flesh thou gave us, take our flesh from us, 

And eat enough" -- right thus they to him said, 

And after that, within a day or two, 

They laid themselves down in his lap and died. 

Himself, despaired, also for hunger died; 

Thus ended is this mighty Earl of Pisa. 

From high estate Fortune cut him away. 

Of this tragedy it ought enough suffice; 
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Whoever wants to hear it in a longer version, 

Read the great poet of Italy 

Who is called Dante, for he can all narrate 

In great detail; not one word will he lack. 

[…] 

 

(https://sites.fas.harvard.edu/~chaucer/teachslf/mkt-par.htm) 

 

… To run away 

… To resist or oppose with determined effort 

… To produce offspring 

… Nobleman next in rank above a viscount 

… Agonizing physical or mental pain 

… To happen 

… Piece 

… The chest of a human 

… Painful 

 

 

16 The literary genre alluded to in both literary excerpts (« curtain », « in the manner of 

tragedy ») is the … genre.  

A. epic 

B. lyric 

C. dramatic 

D. poetic 

 

Intertextuality 

17 Compare Dante’s story with that told by Chaucer through the Monk’s voice and identify 

the similarities and differences.  

 

Human rights 

18 Did a Universal Declaration of Human Rights exist in the Middle Ages?  

 

19 Why couldn’t Count Ugolino and his sons be saved? 

 

20 What could civil society do nowadays to prevent such injustice? 

 

21 Projectwork 

A. On behalf of one of Ugolino’s relatives design a petition using the 

information on https://www.change.org/petitions.  

B. On behalf of one of Ugolino’s relatives submit an application with the 

European Court of Human Rights as available at 

http://www.echr.coe.int/Pages/home.aspx?p=applicants&c=#n14525887520554814236201

_pointer In order to substantiate your complaint you will need to read the 

Universal Declaration of Human Rights (http://www.un.org/en/universal-

declaration-human-rights/index.html).  

C. Write an apology/penitence on behalf of Roger, bishop of Pisa. 
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22 The Monk’s Tale is in fact an enumeration of stories of heroes who ended tragically. These 

heroes are in the order they are mentioned:  

 

1. Lucifer  

2. Adam 

3. Sampson  

4. Hercules  

5. Nebuchadnezzar  

6. Belshazzar Zenobia  

7. On Pedro, King of Spain  

8. On Pierre, King of Cyprus  

9. On Barnabas of Lombardy  

10. On Ugolino, Count of Pisa  

11. Nero  

12. Holofernes 

13. On the Illustrious King of Antioch 

14. Alexander  

15. Julius Caesar  

16. Croesus 

 

Why does Chaucer make a monk tell such stories? 

Why does the Monk begin his enumeration with Lucifer, Adam, Sampson? 

 

23 Groupwork: In groups, choose a hero from Chaucer’s Monk’s Tale and search for his story. 

Tell it to the class (you can also present it in any format you want)  

 


